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PROTEIN ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS ON INDUSTRIALLY
IMPORTANT ENZYMES
SUMMARY
The growing biotechnology market has led to increased efforts to evolve biocatalysts
(enzymes and whole cells) and to acquire new features. Industrial environments often
have extreme conditions which are not suitable for the use of natural enzymes, and in
conditions such as high temperature, pressure and very high or low pH, most of them
can not provide the desired performance.
Many disciplines especially protein engineering, are improving strategies for the
efficient use of enzymes in different industrial fields.
Depending on the characteristics of the industrial sector and the availability of the
enzymes, protein engineering uses rational design, directed evolution and
combinational practices in the development of desired properties, such as increased
activity and stability, altering or improving the substrate or coenzyme specificity, and
shifting the optimum pH. Also, the presence or absence of enzymatic information
(structure-function) is influential in determining protein engineering strategies to be
implemented.
According to protein engineering applications, here, we have focused on three
different strategies; shifting optimum pH, changing coenzyme specificity and
increasing thermostability. These strategies were applied to two industrially important
enzymes namely; Bacillus subtilis lipase A (bsLipA) and Candida methylica formate
dehydrogenase (cmFDH).
This thesis details two of the protein engineering approaches; site-directed
mutagenesis and site-saturation mutagenesis to produce novel bsLipA and cmFDH.
The experimental work was described in three sections. In the first section, sitedirected mutagenesis was applied to change the optimum pH of bsLipA enzyme. In
the second and third sections, site-saturation mutagenesis and site-directed
mutagenesis were applied to change coenzyme specificity and increase the
thermostability of cmFDH enzyme, respectively.
In the first part of the study, we aim to change the optimum pH of the bsLipA to
develop active and stable, novel lipase enzyme in supercritical carbon dioxide systems
(SCCO2 ) which are the most applicable for novel hygiene technologies.
Lipases (glycerol ester hydrolyzes EC 3.1.1.3); belong to the family of hydrolases
which act on carboxylic ester bonds and they catalyze the hydrolysis of triglycerides
into diglycerides, monoglycerides, fatty acids, glycerol. The lipases have significant
application potentials in different industrial fields, and one of them is as hydrolytic
enzyme additives in the SCCO2 hygiene systems. SCCO2 are highly desirable as
alternative solvents for hygiene systems and the combination of SCCO2 technology
with the modified hydrolytic enzymes will improve the utility of the system. Among
the advantages of the system, SCCO2 solvent creates an extreme environment (low pH
xix

and low water content), although Lipase A has a wide pH range (4-11), it shows
optimum activity at pH 10.0 that means need to be modified.
In order to modify the optimum pH of bsLipA enzyme, charge reversal mutations were
created at about 9Ǻ from the catalytic site of the enzyme. Computational studies were
carried based on Bacillus subtilis Lipase A (PDB ID:1ISP) and by using Insight II
program. According to the calculation of pKa of H156 and S77, target residues are
determined. Single mutants (G11E, N18R, L102R, G103R, G104R, and I157R) were
constructed by site-directed mutagenesis. Double mutants (G11E-N18R, G103RN18R, G103R- G11E, and G103R- G104R) would be constructed by site-directed
mutagenesis using mutant N18R and and G103R as a template DNA.
In the second and the last parts of the study, we aimed to modify Candida methylica
formate dehydrogenase to change the coenzyme specificity and to increase the
thermostability of the enzyme.
The NAD+-dependent formate dehydrogenase (EC 1.2.1.2, FDH ) catalyzes the
oxidation of formate anion into carbon dioxide, coupled with the reduction of NAD+
to NADH. Because of the advantages of the reaction, FDH becomes a potential
NAD(P)H regeneration system which is crucial for the synthesis of chiral compounds
in the chemical industry. Besides the advantages, being highly specific to NAD+
coenzyme and having low thermal stability limits the FDH.
In the second part of the study, to overcome the limited coenzyme specificity of
cmFDH, site saturation mutagenesis was applied to the residues; D195, Y196, and
Q197,which were determined by using Insight II (Accelrys) program on a homology
model of cmFDH based on psFDH (sp.101) and cbFDH crystal structure at the NAD+
binding domain. These residues are critical for the NAD+ binding domain.
The efficient mutants have been selected by colorimetric screening assay. After
construction of two-generation libraries, two double mutants D195S / Q197T and
D195S / Y196L increased the overall catalytic efficiency towards NADP+ to 56000
and 50000-fold, respectively.
In the last part of the study, to increase the thermal stability of cmFDH, site-directed
mutagenesis was applied to 12 amino acid residues ( M131A, V133I, V139W, P140R,
D158N, I162V, F186L, V219M, F247A, E272W, R277N, and K301R) which were
predicted by analyzing protein cavities and their flexibility through the computational
studies. Among them, the mutant M131A, which includes amino acid changes in
Cavity 1 shows the best thermostable profile among the other mutants with a 4 ºC
increase in the half-life of the cmFDH enzyme.
All the studies have shown that, along with the right strategies, the right protein
engineering practices ensure success in the modification of enzymes for industrial
usage.
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ENDÜSTRİYEL ÖNEME SAHİP ENZİMLERİN PROTEİN
MÜHENDİSLİĞİ UYGULAMALARI
ÖZET
Büyüyen biyoteknoloji marketi, beraberinde biyokatalizörlerin geliştirilmesi ve yeni
özellikler kazandırılmasına yönelik çalışmaların artmasına yol açmıştır. Endüstriyel
ortamlar genellikle doğal enzimlerin kullanımı için uygun olmayan ekstrem şartlar
barındırmaktadır, yüksek sıcaklık, basınç ve çok yüksek veya düşük pH gibi
koşullarda, çoğunlukla doğal enzimler istenilen performansı sağlayamamaktadır.
Başta protein mühendisliği olmak üzere birçok disiplin farklı endüstriyel alanlarda
enzimlerin etkili bir şekilde kullanımına yönelik stratejiler geliştirmektedirler.
Protein mühendisliği, endüstriyel sektörün özelliklerine ve enzimin kullanılacağı
ortama bağlı olarak istenilen özelliklerin geliştirilmesinde, örneğin aktivite ve
stabilitenin arttırılması, substrat veya koenzimin spesifisitesinin değiştirilmesi veya
geliştirilmesi, optimum pH nın değiştirilmesi gibi stratejilere yönelik rasyonel tasarım,
yönlendirilmiş evrim ve kombinasyonel uygulamaları kullanmaktadır. Protein
mühendisliği stratejilerinin belirlenmesinde aynı zamanda enzime ait (yapı-fonksiyon)
bilgilerin varlığı veya yokluğu etkili olmaktadır. Protein mühendisliği, moleküler
biyoloji temeline dayanarak proteinin yapı fonksiyon ilişkisinin anlaşılmasına olanak
sağlayarak, proteinin genetik düzeyde yeniden dizayn edilmesini ve istenilen özellikte
biyokatalizörlerin oluşturulmasını mümkün kılar.
Bu kapsamda tez, endüstriyel öneme sahip Bacillus subtilis lipazA (bsLipA) ve
Candida methylica format dehidrogenaz (cmFDH) enzimlerinin üç farklı stratejinin
kullanıldığı protein mühendisliği uygulamalarına odaklanmıştır. i) Optimum pH nın
ii) ve koenzim spesifitesinin değiştirilmesi iii) termal stabilitenin arttırılması
hedeflenen stratejiler olmuştur. Deneysel çalışmalar üç bölümde detaylandırılmıştır.
Tezin birinci kısmında, bsLipA enziminin optimum pH’sının değiştirilmesi amacıyla
rasyonel tasarım uygulamalarından bölgeye özel mutasyon yöntemi uygulanmıştır.
Lipazlar (EC 3.1.1.3) trigliseridlerin serbest yağ asitleri ve gliserole hidrolizini
gerçekleştirirlerken, aynı zamanda transesterifikasyon, aminoliziz ve asidoliziz
reaksiyonlarını da katalizlerler. Mikrobiyal lipazların susuz ve az-sulu ortamlardaki
potansiyeli, enzimin çok yönlü biyoteknolojik bir araç haline gelmesini sağlamıştır.
Farklı endüstriyel alanlarda uygulama imkanı bulan lipazlar, son yıllarda sıvı veya
süperkritik karbon dioksit (LCO2/SCCO2) gibi hijyen sistemlerinde hidrolitik enzim
katkısı olarak kullanım potansiyeline sahiptir. LCO2/SCCO2 sistemlerinin temizleme
etkisinin hidrolitik enzim ilavesi ile arttırılması mümkün olmasına karşın, çözgen
olarak kullanılacak olan LCO2 / SCCO2’ in polar olmayan bir çözgen olması ve düşük
su içeriği sebebiyle, kullanılacak enzim sisteminin az sulu ve düşük pH’ ya sahip
çözgen sistemlerinde aktif olması beklenmektedir. Bacillus subtilis lipaz (bsLipA),
geniş bir pH (4-11) aralığına sahip olmasına karşın optimum pH’sı 10’dur, bu sebeple
LCO2 / SCCO2 çözgen sistemlerinde kullanımı için modifikasyonu gerekmektedir.
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Bacillus subtilis lipaz A (PDB ID: 1ISP) kristal yapısı ve Insight II programı
kullanılarak enzimin optimum pH değişimini sağlayacak hedef mutantlar
belirlenmiştir. Proteinin aktif bölgesinde katalitik özellikteki amino asitlerin pKa
değerlerini etkileyebileceği düşünülen, yaklaşık 9 Å’luk mesafe içerisinde olan ve
katalitik amino asitler ile doğrudan ilişkili olan amino asitlerin, bölgeye özel mutasyon
tekniği ile tekli G11E, N18R, L102R, G103R, G104R, I157R mutantları
oluşturulmuştur. N18R ve G103R mutantlarının template olarak kullanılması ile ikili
(G11E-N18R, G103R- N18R, G103R- G11E, and G103R- G104R) mutantların da,
bölgeye özel mutasyon tekniği ile oluşturulması planlanmıştır.
Tezin ikinci kısmı cmFDH enziminin koenzim spesifitesinin değiştirilmesine yönelik
yarı-rasyonel tasarım uygulamalarından bölge saturasyon mutagenez yöntemini
kapsamaktadır. Tezin üçüncü kısmında ise cmFDH enziminin termal stabilitesinin
arttırılmasına yönelik, , rasyonel tasarım uygulaması olan bölgeye özel mutasyon
yöntemi uygulanmıştır.
NAD+-bağımlı format dehidrogenaz enzimi (EC 1.2.1.2, FDH), format iyonunun
karbondiokside dönüşümünü katalizlerken, NAD+ molekülünün NADH’e
indirgenmesini sağlamaktadır. Gerçekleşen reaksiyonun basitliği, kullanılabilirliği,
düşük maliyeti, termodinamik özellikleri ve son ürün olan CO2’ in reaksiyondan
kolaylıkla uzaklaştırılabilmesi gibi avantajlarından dolayı FDH, kimya endüstrisindeki
kiral bileşiklerin sentezi için çok önemli olan NAD(P)H rejenerasyonunda potansiyel
bir sistemdir. Fakat, doğada bulunan FDH’lerin çoğunluğunun NAD+ koenzimine
spesifik olması ve düşük termal stabiliteye sahip olması, FDH’in kullanımını
kısıtlamaktadır.
Bu sınırlandırmaların aşılması amacıyla, tezin ikinci kısmında, cmFDH enziminin
koenzim spesifitesinin değiştirilmesi için koenzim bağlama bölgesinde, koenzim
spesifitesinden sorumlu amino asitler, Pseodomonas. sp.101 ve Candida boidinii FDH
kristal yapıları baz alınarak, Insight II (Accelrys) programı ile oluşturulan cmFDH
homoloji modeli yardımıyla belirlenmiştir. Belirlenen D195, Y196 ve Q197
bölgelerine ait dejenere primerler ile uygulanan bölge saturasyon mutagenez çalışması
sonucunda her bölge için mutant kütüphaneleri oluşturulmuştur. NADP+ koenzimi ile
aktivite gösteren aday mutantlar kolorimetrik tarama metoduyla belirlenmiştir. İki
nesil oluşturulan adayların protein üretimi ve saflaştırılması neticesinde NADP+
koenzimine karşı olan ilgisi test edilmiştir. Yapılan çalışma sonucunda ikili
mutantlardan D195S / Q197T ve D195S / Y196L mutant cmFDH enzimlerinin
NADP+` ye karşı katalitik etkinlikleri yabanıl tip cmFDH enzimine kıyasla, sırasıyla
56000 ve 50000 kat artmıştır.
Çalışmanın son kısmında, cmFDH enziminin termal stabilitesinin geliştirilmesi
amacıyla, protein yüzeyindeki esnekliği yüksek olan oyuklar ve bu oyuklarda bulunan
esnek amino asit kalıntıları hedef alınmıştır. Pseodomonas. sp.101 ve Candida boidinii
FDH kristal yapıları baz alınarak, ExPASy programı ile cmFDH homoloji modeli elde
edilmiştir. Oluşturulan model üzerinde FIRST algoritması kullanılarak, proteinin
esnek oyukları ve hedef amino asit kalıntıları belirlenmiştir. Yapılan bilgisayar
çalışmaları neticesinde belirlenen 12 aday; M131A, V133I, V139W, P140R, D158N,
I162V, F186L, V219M, F247A, E272W, R277N ve K301R bölgeye özel mutasyon
yöntemi ile oluşturulmuştur.
Mutant adayların protein üretimi ve saflaştırılması neticesinde gerçekleştirilen kinetik
ve sıcaklık çalışmaları sonucunda, birinci oyukta yer alan M131A mutant enziminin,
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rekombinant yabani tip cmFDH enzimine kıyasla yarı ömründe 4 °C'lik bir artışla diğer
mutantlar arasında en iyi termal stabilite profili gösterdiği belirlenmiştir.
Bu tez kapsamında yapmış olduğumuz tüm çalışmalar, endüstriyel kullanım için
enzimlerin modifikasyonunda, doğru stratejiler kullanıldığında protein mühendisliği
uygulamalarının, başarı sağladığını göstermektedir.
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INTRODUCTION
Recent years, there has been a growing demand for creating green processes through
the awareness of rising environmental risks.
This strong focus on environmentally friendly processes makes biocatalysts (enzymes
or whole-cell systems) an alternative way to chemical catalysts with advantages such
as non-toxicity, biodegradability, high regio- and stereoselectivity and high yield of
product purity.
The use of biocatalysts extends to ancient times and was first introduced almost a
century ago (Wenda, 2011; Choi, 2015). Today, biotechnology become an important
economic factor which generates over $250 billion with a great variety of products in
textile, pulp and paper, food processing, waste treatment, detergent and
pharmaceutical industries using biosynthesis, biocatalysis and biotransformation
(Blamey, 2017).
Enzymes are protein catalysts which catalyze the interconversion of a wide number of
complex molecules under physiological conditions (Arnold, 2001). Despite the great
potential of enzymes, their instability and poor performance under industrial
conditions have become a bottleneck of enzyme technology.
To overcome the limitations, several approaches mainly protein engineering,
nanotechnology, metabolic engineering, metagenomics, immobilization and advanced
DNA technologies have been developing for industrial applications of enzymes.
(Chica, 2005; Hibbert, 2005; Kelly, 2007; Choi,2015). By the development of these
novel tools, global enzyme market is rapidly increasing which was US $1.6 billion in
1998 and today market is projected to grow by 4% annually, reaching US $7 billion
by 2021 (Blamey, 2017; Arbige, 2019).
The characteristic features of enzymes (such as; activity, stability, selectivity,
solubility and pH optima) should be optimized depending on the conditions of
industrial production (Burton, 2002). Protein engineering approaches provide to
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design and construct new proteins with novel or desired functions through the
modification of amino acid sequences using molecular biology techniques.
Three different strategies of protein engineering, namely; rational design, directed
evolution and semi-rational design currently available to modify enzymes in order to
design novel enzymes with desired properties (Illanes, 2012; Davids, 2013). Rational
design via site-directed mutagenesis is the earliest protein engineering approach,
which based on great knowledge of structure/function relationship of the enzyme. In
order to design the new properties or even new proteins, site-directed mutagenesis
strategy aims to understand protein structure and function through the 3D protein
structure or the homology modelling data.
Unlike rational design, directed evolution, which is the most widely used approach,
does not require detailed information on enzyme structure and structure/function
relation. Simply, directed evolution relies on the Darwinian principles of mutation and
selection, which consists of the low-frequency introduction of randomly distributed
mutations by random mutagenesis or gene recombination, followed by a selection of
the mutant proteins with the desired properties. In directed evolution, it is important to
develop a high-throughput screening methodology for the selection of mutants with
desired properties, and thus this requirement limits the application of the approach
(Davids, 2013). Recently, a combination of the previous approaches has been used
more efficiently in modifying industrial biocatalysts. Combination of random methods
by using rational modification elements could successfully by-pass certain limitations
of both directed evolution and rational design. Site-saturation mutagenesis (a ‘semirational’ approach, which involves all 20 amino acid possibilities randomly at specific,
predetermined residues) which takes advantages of both rational design and directed
evolution such as applying random mutagenesis at targeted sites in order to increase
the probability of beneficial properties (Chica, 2005; Johannes, 2006; Pitel, 2007).
Today, hundreds of enzymes are used industrially and over five hundred commercial
products and several pharmaceuticals are made using enzyme technology taking
advantage of protein engineering tools (Cherry, 2003; Illanes, 2012). With the
increasing interest in green processes, the use of biocatalysts and consequently protein
engineering studies accelerated. Several numbers of Nobel Prizes in catalysis show
high innovation potential of catalysts. The latest Nobel Prize in chemistry in 2018, was
awarded to Frances Arnold for “the directed evolution of enzymes” for creating new
2

and better enzymes in the laboratory using the principles of evolution. This award
showed that the engineering of biocatalysts is still growing demand and new solutions
will change the way we use biotechnology (Arbige, 2019).
Several studies of directed evolution, rational design strategies and the combination of
both approaches are being applied for improving the activity and stability,
(Rajakumara, 2008; Reetz, 2010; Mesa, 2018) increasing thermostability, (Ordu,
2013; Yu, 2014; Chopra, 2018; Irfan, 2018; Xu, 2018) changing substrate (Binay,
2009; Mathew, 2012) and cofactor specificity, (Karaguler, 2001; Andreadeli, 2008;
Wu, 2009; Ozgun, 2016) enhancing enantio- (Jochens, 2010) and stereo-selectivity,
(Williams, 2004) and shifting optimum pH (Petersen, 2001; Wang, 2018) of proteins.
Here in this thesis, we focused on three different protein engineering applications. In
the first part, we applied site-directed mutagenesis to change the optimum pH of
Bacillus subtilis lipase A. In the second part, we applied site-saturation mutagenesis to
change the coenzyme specificity of Candida methylica formate dehydrogenase. In the
last part of the thesis, we applied site-directed mutagenesis to increase the
thermostability of Candida methylica formate dehydrogenase.
Protein Engineering
For thousands of years in food production via fermentation, microorganisms and their
enzymes have been used naturally. Although natural enzymes are highly versatile and
efficient catalysts, they cannot always solve industrial needs. Searching for existing
enzymes from extreme environments is an alternative way to obtain efficient
biocatalysts with desired properties for the relevant industry. Also, enzymes
discovered in extremophiles are usually more stable under high temperature. However,
extreme natural microorganisms represent a small fraction against dominant
mesophilic bacteria and these enzymes often have narrow reaction spectra and most
of them cannot be grown under standard laboratory conditions (Davids, 2013; Liu,
2019).
Therefore, redesign natural proteins via protein engineering strategies by the help of
recombinant DNA technology, molecular biology and computational knowledge
become crucial to overcome the restriction of industrial usage.
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Three different strategies of protein engineering, namely; rational design and directed
evolution and combination of these approaches namely; semi-rational design (Figure
1) are currently available to improve stability or activity, limit substrate specificity and
alter coenzyme specificity of the enzymes (Pitel, 2007; Illanes, 2012; Davids, 2013).

Figure 1.1 : Protein engineering approaches (Steiner, 2012).
1.1.1 Rational Design
Rational design via site-directed mutagenesis is the earliest protein engineering
approach, which depends on biochemical data, protein structure determination and
function knowledge of the enzyme (Steiner, 2012; Illanes, 2012).
In order to design the new properties or even new proteins, site-directed mutagenesis
strategy aims to understand protein structure and function through the 3D protein
structure using crystallography and spectroscopic analysis or the homology modelling
4

data by comparing with several related enzymes. With this method, amino acid
sequence changes like insertion, deletion or substitution are under control; also it is
possible to determine the individual residue effect on the protein function. In rational
design, it is important to develop a molecular model by using an appropriate algorithm
in order to detect the modifications on the structure of the enzyme. Experimental
constructions via site-directed mutagenesis and biochemical analysis of the designed
enzyme are the following steps of the approach.
Site-directed mutagenesis is a PCR based technique which creates mutations at
computationally defined sites in the gene sequence with desired amino acid changes
(Walker, 2008).
High probability of beneficial mutations, lack of screening large variant libraries and
reducing time and effort are the most important advantages of the rational design
approach. Several studies that benefit these advantages have been reported in the past,
mostly about enzyme specificity and activity by site-directed mutagenesis via active
site substitution (Cedrone, 2000; Williams, 2004). Recently, by the development of
new algorithms and novel computational tools improvement of several enzyme
properties like enhanced thermostability (Polizzi, 2006; Tian, 2010; Spadiut, 2009)
and enantioselectivity (Weis, 2005), changing cofactor (Ashida, 2004), optimum pH
(Wang, 2018) and increasing substrate specificity (Buhler, 2003; Chul Lee, 2009) by
rational design.
1.1.2 Directed Evolution
Directed molecular evolution or in vitro version of Darwinian evolution, is a general
term used to describe the general strategy of mimicking natural evolution in the
laboratory and consists of various techniques for generation of protein mutants
(variants) and selection of desirable functions (Zhao, 2003; Yuan, 2005; Bornscheuer,
2012). Since it was first described in the 1970s, directed evolution has come out as a
powerful technology and found a wide range of applications (Pitel, 2007). Unlike
natural evolution, with which the diversity can be achieved after thousands or even
millions of years, using directed evolution a meaningful diversity can be created and
selected in a much shorter time, like in several weeks.
Generation of random variant libraries and high-throughput screening or selection the
desired features are the essential steps of directed evolution (Lutz, 2010; Illanes, 2012).
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A diversity of mutants is created through the methods that mimic the strategies of
traditional evolution called non-recombinative and recombinative methods. Nonrecombinative methods are random mutagenesis that introduces point mutations in
single protein sequence, using techniques like epPCR, SM, SeSAM, mutator strains or
RID. Recombinative metods are the random recombination of gene fragments of either
homologous (DNA shuffling, Family shuffling, StEP, RACHITT, ADO) or nonhomologous (exon shuffling, ITCHY, SHIPREC, NRR) enzymes (Yuan, 2005; Pitel,
2007; Williams, 2004).
The most common directed evolution strategies are error-prone PCR (epPCR) ( Chen
and Arnold, 1993) and DNA shuffling (Stemmer, 1994). Error-prone PCR is a random
mutagenesis technique which relies on the misincorporation of nucleotides by DNA
polymerase to generate point mutations in a gene sequence. This strategy has been
applied successfully for enhancing thermostability (Komeda, 2003; Xu, 2018)
changing stereoselectivity (Wada, 2003; Liebeton, 2000) of several enzymes. The first
in vitro homologous recombination method, DNA shuffling, was introduced by
Stemmer in 1994. Since then, various other recombination methods have been
developed but DNA shuffling is still the most popular method of recombining DNA.
Shortly, DNA shuffling method involves the digestion of the source DNA using DNase
I into random fragments, followed by reassembly of those fragments into a full-length
gene by a primerless PCR, and final standard PCR reaction for the amplification of the
small amount of full-length gene in the presence of flanking primers. DNA shuffling
creates hybrid gene libraries from multiple parents even from different species that can
generate highly improved biocatalysts or even ones not exist in nature (Arnold, 2001).
To date, various homologous recombination methods have been developed, as well as
non-homologous recombination strategies have been improved based on DNA
shuffling strategy.
Searching the desired characteristics of enzymes via high-throughput screening or
selecting methods is as critical as constructing the variant libraries. In order to achieve
the desired goal, designing the best screening strategy become the most important
requirement and also the most critical point of the approach. The high-throughput
screen fundamentally based on in vivo selection (108-1010 variants) or in vitro detection
(105-106 variants) of vast numbers of libraries on agar plates using fluorescence or
colorimetric techniques. As an alternative, each colonies’ activity can be measured by
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microplate readers in 96-well microtitre plates. Screening methods that use to monitor
the enzyme property should be sensitive, rapid, robust and readily available (Sylvestre,
2006). Generally, fluorometric and colorimetric techniques are the most sensitive ones
but, they are not always available for most enzymes and have a tendency to affect the
reaction. Recent years, high-throughput analytical tools, like HPLC, gas
chromatography, NMR, mass spectrometry and capillary electrophoresis are
increasing, but the availability of these expensive, sophisticated tools and screening
large numbers of libraries are still the limiting points of the directed evolution
strategies. Unfortunately, in vivo selection strategies are only applicable to a tiny
fraction of enzymes. Although, directed evolution has widely used to improve the
enzyme activities, it is usually impossible to know whether to reach the maximum
activity point or some further combination of mutations can improve the activity.
(Turner, 2003; Hibbert, 2005; Sylvestre, 2006; Badenhorst, 2018).
1.1.3 Semi-Rational Design
Both directed evolution and rational design are effective and widely used protein
engineering strategies that produce remarkable improvements in biocatalysts. Limited
information on structure-function relation, availability of sophisticated highthroughput screening tools and selecting variants of large libraries are the main
obstacles of these strategies. In many cases, a combination of rational design to create
the needed structure or function and also its improvement by random techniques is a
better approach (Leisola, 2001).
Recently, a combination of random methods of directed evolution with elements of
rational enzyme strategies can successfully by-pass certain limitations of both directed
evolution and rational design. In semi-rational approaches, pre-determined specific
residues through the basic structural or functional knowledge are randomized using
directed evolution tools, especially saturation mutagenesis, create ‘smarter’ libraries
that gave positive results (Chen, 2001; Chica, 2005; Bommarius, 2006; Steiner, 2012).
Site saturation mutagenesis (SSM) technology is a unique combined method that
represents a “rapid” evolution of proteins which enables to create small and focused
libraries. SSM is based on adapted site-directed mutagenesis protocol that uses
degenerate oligonucleotides (NNN or NNK mutagenic cassettes, with N= A, T, G, C
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and K= G, T) to introduce a full diversity (the 20 amino acids) at one or more predetermined sites in a gene (Sylvestre, 2006).
The approach is applied at the genetic level through the use of standard DNA
amplification by degenerate primer sets, containing either 32 or 64 codon variants for
each amino acid residue and finally, a library is constructed that contains all amino
acid possibilities at targeted positions.
In combination with high-throughput screening methods, the researchers have
successfully used saturation mutagenesis to improve enzymatic properties such as
increasing thermostability (Garret, 2004; McLachlan, 2008), enantioselectivity
(DeSantis, 2003) and catalytic properties (Parikh, 2005; Yoshikuni, 2006; Spadiut,
2008).
Also, the combination of site-saturation and random mutagenesis approaches have
improved the properties of the target biocatalysts. Several studies involving the
combination of error-prone PCR or DNA shuffling with the site- saturation
mutagenesis have created successful variants (Chica, 2005). In the absence of
structural/functional information, these randomizing strategies can enable primary
information for the targeted strategies; after several rounds of random mutagenesis or
DNA shuffling, site-saturation mutagenesis can easily be applied based on the
knowledge. Therefore, the structure-based site-saturation mutagenesis becomes a
power by enhancing our capacity for rational design, while using the advantages of
random mutagenesis. And also, this approach becomes a powerful tool for protein
engineering that takes advantages of both strategies and can by-pass the limitations
(Chica, 2005; Pitela, 2007; Willams, 2004; Illanes, 2012).
1.1.4 Novel Tools and Trends in Protein Engineering
Advances in DNA technologies, computational studies like bioinformatics and
software design provide to create novel tools for main protein engineering strategies.
Next generation DNA sequencing technology has allowed large-scale sequencing
analysis that reduces time and cost. Illumina technology which is a high-throughput
sequencing also facilitated to understand and explore proteins sequence-function
relationship. Parallel DNA synthesis or whole gene synthesis using photolithographic
and inkjet printing techniques can be used to create high-quality DNA libraries ranging
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from small (site-saturation libraries) to large (extensive gene collections) ones with
cutting the speed and cost of synthesis. These tools support to discover novel enzymes
in natural resources within the scope of metagenome and redesign of existing
biocatalysts by protein engineering (Bornscheuer, 2012; Badenhorst, 2018).
Bioinformatics tools especially multiple sequence alignments have become an internal
process of modern protein engineering that can identify genes with similar catalytic
activities through large enzyme families and homology searches. Multiple sequence
alignments help to identify the most common amino acids at each position called
consensus sequence and design small libraries with a high possibility of catalytically
active variants using this data. In parallel to sequence-based studies structure-guided
approaches are improved by the rapid increase in protein structure coordinates
deposited in the RCBS Protein Data Bank that’s reservoir has grown by over 450% in
the past decade. Structure-guided consensus approach, the B-Factor Iterative Test (BFit) and the 3DM software are the most common structure- guided approaches.
The structure-guided consensus technique combines structural data with protein
sequences which runs a set of phylogenetically diverse but functionally same proteins.
The approach based on a theory that conserved amino acids at each position of the
homologous enzyme sequences contribute to protein performance more than nonconsensus ones (Bommarius, 2011; Davids, 2013; Steiner, 2012). This theory basically
applied to increase the thermostability of fungal phytase (Lehmann, 2002) and
cellulosomal endogluconase, Cel8A (Anbar, 2012). Bommarius group also applied
structure-guided consensus approach to increase the thermostability of a penicillin G
acylase (Polizzi, 2006) and glucose dehydrogenase (Vazquez-Figueroa, 2008), in both
cases nearly half of the variants showed increased thermostability (Steiner, 2012). The
same group combined this approach with B-Fit method to enhance the thermostability
of α-amino ester hydrolase (Blum, 2012).
B-Fit ( B- Factor Iterative Test) method detects the residues with the highest flexibility
(highest B-Factor) in an enzyme crystal structure to create targets for proper
mutagenesis (Illanes, 2012). This method usually combined with other approaches like
directed evolution or site saturation (Reetz, 2006; Reetz, 2010).
3 DM databases are the other approach consists of super-family platforms that include
different types of protein-related data like 3D structure, sequence alignments,
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conserved amino acids, protein-ligand and protein-protein interaction info etc. The
3DM analysis facilitates to create smarter libraries that evolve amino acids frequently
occur at a given position in the superfamily and thus led to a significant reduction of
the library size. This method successfully applied to Pseudomonas fluorescens esterase
for improving enantioselectivity and activity based on 3DM analysis of α/β hydrolase
fold superfamily (Jochens, 2010). The thermostability of the same esterase also
enhanced with the combination of B-fit method (Jochens, 2010).
Structural alignment and sequence-based approaches help to identify the similarities
and differences of the related proteins in order to design more focused and smaller
libraries, thus this facilitates both rational protein design and directed evolution
strategies (Bornscheuer, 2012).
Semi-rational strategies combine the advantages of rational and random tools to create
small and smart libraries also overcome the limitations especially if no highthroughput screening assay is available. A most common method, site-saturation
mutagenesis and lately developed approaches Iterative Saturation Mutagenesis (ISM)
and Combinatorial Active Site Saturation Testing (CASTing) is based on knowledge
derived from biochemical and structural data (Davids, 2013; Illanes, 2012). CASTing
method is another powerful tool which has the ability to test the synergistic effects of
saturating a small portion of the protein’s active site (Bommarius, 2011). ISM and
CASTing techniques successfully used toward improved enantioselectivity of epoxide
hydrolase (Reetz, 2006), enoate reductase (Bougiokou, 2009), increasing the
thermostability of Bacillus subtilis LipA (Gumulya and Reetz, 2011) , and altered
regioselectivity of cytochrome P450 BM-3 (Hu, 2010).
Recently developed computational methods such as ProSAR, SCHEMA and
ROSETTA are based on analyzing enzyme 3D structure, or homology models to
design novel proteins with desired properties ( Bommarius, 2011; Davids, 2013).
SCHEMA is a structure-guided recombination method using a computational
algorithm which estimates the structural disruption caused by DNA recombination of
chimeric enzymes (Silberg, 2004; Steiner, 2012; Bommarius, 2011; Davids, 2013;
Choi, 2015). Functional chimaeras with a low sequence similarity can be shuffled to
generate a family of diverse, folded and active proteins as a result of SCHEMA
algorithm. DNA shuffling with the combination of the SCHEMA effectively applied
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to fungal class II cellobiohydrolases (CBHII) to increase the thermostability through
the screening of only 48 variants (Heinzelman, 2009).
ProSAR (Protein Sequence Activity Relationship) is a computational method that
statistically analyzes the sequence activity relationship of protein has been developed
by Richard Fox et al. to improve recombination-based directed evolution (Fox, 2007;
Bommarius, 2011; Choi, 2015). ProSAR is an example of machine learning-based
redesign of biocatalysts. This method is based on several rounds of screening and
detecting the effects of diverse mutants for activity towards the desired function. After
each round, the resulting mutants showed improvement over parent protein. ProSAR
was applied to the engineering of a halohydrin dehalogenase for synthesis of the
starting material for Lipitor, the cholesterol-lowering drug. Developments of D-amino
acid aminotransferase (ATA-117) and keto-reductase (KRED) are significantly
successful industrial biocatalysts redesigns using directed evolution with the
combination of ProSAR. Catalytic activity and enantioselectivities of ATA-117 and
several KREDs are enhanced successfully and these catalysts are also optimized
toward the desired reaction conditions for the companies Januvia and Codexis,
respectively (Savile, 2010; Liang, 2010; Huisman,2010, Badenhorst, 2018).
ROSETTA is the most rational of the computational methods which based on creating
de novo biocatalysts from existing template structures via applying the quantum
mechanical and computational design of the active site (Steiner, 2012; Bommarius,
2011). The most significant examples of ROSETTA design are the creation of
previously non-existent Kemp eliminase and Diels-Alderase (Khersonsky, 2010;
Siegel, 2010).
To apply the protein engineering strategies it is known that choosing the right strategy
generally depends on the protein to be studied. All the strategies including novel tools
are evolving around these three fundamental approaches.
In general, the rational design is based on the structural information and the
function/structure relation of the enzyme and changes at the predetermined residues
are carried out by site-directed mutagenesis. In contrast, directed evolution does not
require the structural information of the enzymes. The approach is based on natural
evolution and selection. Obtaining the desired property of the enzyme is provided
through a high- throughput screening after random mutagenesis and/or gene
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recombination of the enzyme. Creation of mutant libraries by various directed
evolution tools and developing a selection or screening methodology are very critical
points of the directed evolution approach. Both of the strategies have a great potential
in enzyme optimization for industrial applications and have distinct advantages,
however, they also have limitations. Although the rational design enhances our basic
knowledge about enzyme structural and catalytic mechanisms, the complexity of the
enzyme structure/function relationship limits the application. On the other hand,
applications of directed evolution are hindered by creating inactive enzymes via
random mutagenesis or gene recombination and developing an inefficient screening
method. In addition, combination strategies which utilize both rational design and
directed evolution could successfully by-pass the limitations of these strategies and
enhance the properties of an enzyme (Chen, 2001; Pitela, 2007; Williams, 2004;
Steiner 2012). At this point, choosing the best protein engineering strategy become
important and can lead to different advantages and disadvantages. The best protein
engineering strategy is the one that brings the best solution in a short time. The features
required in practice and the limitations of each strategy are decisive in choosing the
best approach. Such as detailed structure-function information and/or the availability
of efficient screening-selection tools can define the strategy either rational design and
directed evolution or combinational methods.
Bacillus Subtilis Lipase A
Lipase in the pancreatic juice was first discovered as an enzyme that hydrolysed
insoluble oil droplets and converted them to soluble products in 1856 and presence of
lipases has been observed as early as in 1901 for different microorganisms (Hasan,
2006).
Lipases (triacylglycerol hydrolases EC 3.1.1.3); belong to the family of hydrolases
which act on carboxylic ester bonds and they catalyze the hydrolysis of triglycerides
into diglycerides, monoglycerides, fatty acids, and glycerol (Mahadik, 2002; Jaeger,
2002; Hasan, 2006).
Lipases widely occur in bacteria, yeasts, and fungi (Mahadik, 2002; Guncheva, 2011).
Recently, microbial lipases have attracted great interest because of their practical
applications in industry, and they become an important group of biotechnologically
valuable enzymes (commercial usage is a billion dollar) (Jaeger, 2002). Today,
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microbial lipases are produced at the industrial level and represent the most widely
used class of enzymes in biotechnological applications and organic chemistry. Optimal
conditions of their working temperature (15-70 °C) and pH (5.0-10.8) show wide
variety and because of their low price, abilities like acting under mild conditions, being
highly stable in organic solvents, showing broad substrate specificity and high regioand/or stereoselectivity in catalysis and mainly because of the versatility of their
applied properties and ease of mass production microbial lipases become one of the
largest enzyme group in industry. (Dannert, 1999; Jaeger, 2002; Hasan, 2006; Romero,
2007; Guncheva 2011; Javed, 2018).
Bacillus genus has a diverse group of microorganisms including extreme habitats like
desert soil, polar ice, and volcanic water, etc. Among them a large number of Bacillus
lipases have isolated, so far nearly 10 Bacillus species have been the focus of the
several research (Guncheva, 2011). Extracellular lipolytic activity of Bacillus subtilis
lipase was first observed in 1979 and its molecular study was started in 1992
(Pouderoyen, 2001).
Currently, bacterial lipases classified into eight families, the largest family is the true
lipases as a family I consist of six subfamilies. Bacillus lipases belong to subfamily 4
and 5 which B.subtilis lipase A and B are the member of subfamily 4.
1.2.1 Structural properties of Bacillus subtilis Lipase A
B. subtilis lipase (LipA), a product of the lipA gene, is a relatively small protein with
a mass of 19.34 kDa and 181 amino acid residues. B.subtilis LipA is a monomeric
protein with an α/β hydrolase fold which consists of six β-strands in a parallel β-sheet,
surrounded by α-helices like other lipases of which the crystal structures have been
elucidated. Most of the larger lipases contain a helical segment called “lid” that covers
the active site when the enzyme is in the closed conformation. However, there is no
separate lid domain in the structure of B.subtilis LipA. Through this information
without lid domain and small size, B.subtilis LipA has been considered as a minimal
α/β hydrolase fold enzyme (Pouderoyen, 2001). Lipases with lid domain show closed,
and inactive conformation in homogenous aqueous medium and the active site cleft is
apart from the polar solvent by the lid. In the presence of the lipidic phase, lid
undergoes a conformational change and opens that cause the increase of enzyme
activity called phenomena “interfacial activation.” Because there is no lid domain in
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B.subtilis lipase structure, the enzyme does not show interfacial activation, and the
active site is solvent exposed. In lipases the active site residues are Ser, Asp or Glu
and His, they always occur in this order and Ser is the catalytic residue. Ser77, Asp
133 and His 156 are the catalytic triads of the B.subtilis LipA. In the consensus
sequence around the catalytic Ser77, Ala75 is replaced with the first Gly residue of GX-S-X-G conservative pentapeptide which has a similar conformation of Gly in other
lipases. The oxyanion hole of B.subtilis LipA is preformed by the amide groups of
the Ile12 and Met78 residues, unlike the other lipases where the enzyme goes under
transition from close to open conformation (Dannert, 1999; Pouderoyen, 2001;
Guncheva 2011).
Although B.subtilis LipA can hydrolyze sn-1 and sn-3 glycerol esters with long fatty
acid chains, the enzyme shows the highest activity towards on glycerol esters with
medium-length (C8) fatty acid chains. Lipase A is a monomeric secretory
(extracellular) protein without any bound ligand, and it is a typical mesophilic enzyme
having temperature optima of activity at 37 °C and decrease its activity above 45°C.
However, it has a wide pH range (4-11), it shows alkaline tolerance (pH 9.5-12) and
its optimum activity at pH 10.0 (Pouderoyen, 2001; Ahmad, 2008; Rajakumara, 2008;
Guncheva, 2011).
In all this information B.subtilis LipA becomes an attractive candidate for
biotechnological optimization using its known 3D structure and take advantage of its
small and simple feature in recombinant technology.
1.2.2 Practical applications of lipases
Hydrolases, such as lipases, proteases, and glycosidases, and other hydrolytic enzymes
are the most important commercial enzymes with nearly 90% of the five billion
enzyme market share. Today, after the bacterial amylolytic enzymes, microbial lipases
become the second largest group of industrial biocatalysts (Guncheva, 2011; Blamey
2017). Industrial potential of lipases is relying on the ability to catalyze not only the
hydrolysis of triglyceride but also synthesis or transesterification of esters which has
been recognized nearly 70 years ago (Jaeger, 1997; Hasan, 2006; Guncheva, 2011;
Blamey 2017). Because of they are stable in organic solvents, do not require any
cofactors, and show a broad substrate specificity and highly regio-, stereo-, and
enantioselectivity, lipases have a wide variety of different applications in different
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biotechnological fields (Miranda, 2015). A wide range of lipases from various sources
have been studied for several industrial processes so far and mainly, bacterial lipases
from Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Bacillus subtilis served as model enzymes for the
protein engineering studies (Jaeger, 2002).
The most important and the largest commercial field of application for lipases is being
as additives in detergents using in laundry and dishwashers. Among others, technical
enzymes for detergent, and pulp and paper industry are the largest sector with a 52%
market share (Hasan, 2006). ın 1994, Novo Nordisk introduced the first commercial
lipase LipolaseTM , which was originated from fungus Thermomyces lanuginosus and
was expressed in Aspergillus oryzae. Following that two bacterial lipases LumafastTM
from Pseudomonas mendocina and LipomaxTM from P.alcaligenes were produced by
Genencor International for detergent industries (Jaeger, 1998; Hasan, 2006; Ahmad,
2008; Mhetras, 2009) in 1995. Other common applications of lipases for detergents
are used in bleaching composition, dry cleaning solvents as a decomposition of lipid
contaminants, liquid leather cleaner, contact lens cleaner, degredation of organic
wastes etc.
In the pulp and paper industry lipases draw attention to remove pitch from the pulp
which consists of hydrophobic components like triglycerides and waxes that cause
problems in pulp and paper processes. A pitch control method using a fungal lipase
from Candida rugosa which can hydrolyse up to 90% of the triglycerides has been
developed by Nippon Paper Industries in Japan. Also in the deinking of wastepaper
processes lipases can increase the pulping rate of pulp, increase whiteness and
intensity, decrease chemical usage, reduce pollution level, save energy and time. The
addition of lipase from Pseudomonas species (KWI-56) in the deinking process caused
to increase the whiteness of the paper and decrease residual ink (Jaeger, 1998; Hasan,
2006)
Second biggest sector for the application of commercial lipases is food and animal
feed industry. Lipases besides their natural physiologic role to hydrolyze triglycerides
into diglycerides, monoglycerides, fatty acids and glycerol, they can also catalyze
esterification, interesterification and transesterification reaction and they can act
different type of substrates. This ability make lipases best biocatalysts in fat and
oleochemical industry. Production of cocoa butter equivalent, human milk fat
substitute “Betapol,” pharmaceutically essential polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA),
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rich/low-calorie lipids, designer fats or structured lipid and production of biodiesel
from vegetable oils are some of the examples for lipases transesterification reactions.
Converting palm oil by interesterification reaction into cocoa butter fat substitute is a
commercial process based on immobilized Rhizopus meihei lipase by Quest-Loders
Croklaan. Commercial lipases Novozyme 435 and Lipozyme IM catalyse the
transesterification of crude soybean oils for biodiesel production. Besides retailoring
vegetable oils, lipases are broadly used in dairy and bakery products for flavour
development and extend shelf life in the food industry. For processes like hydrolysis
of milk fat, flavour enhancement of cheeses, lipolysis of butterfat and cream several
commercial lipases were developed; R. meihei (Piccnate, Gist-Brocades; Patalase M,
Novo Nordisk) Aspercillus niger and A. oryzae (Patalase A, Novo Nordisk; Lipase AP,
Amano; Flavour AGE, Chr. Hansen). Also, lipases are used in bakery product for
extend shelf-life and increase volume of bread. A. niger, R.oryzae and C. cylindreace
lipases are the additives in the bakery processes.
The third sector is the organic synthesis which is lying on the production of chiral
chemicals that serve as precursors of pharmaceuticals and agrochemicals. Because of
their ability to catalyse a wide variety of chemo-, regio-, and stereo-selective
transformations, lipases are used for the reaction of prochiral substrates and kinetic
resolution of racemic mixtures in this fast-growing field. Currently, lipases being used
for the production of optically active intermediates by many pharmaceutial companies.
Lipase from C. antarctica (CALA) has been used for dynamic kinetic resolution of
chemo-enzymatic synthesis for (R)-Ibuprofen which is widely used therapeutic drugs
for the treatment of pain especially for rheumatic diseases by the method of
enantioselective esterification with alcohols (Hasan, 2006; Miranda, 2015; Li, 2017).
The dynamic kinetic resolution, synthesis of fine chemicals like pharmaceuticals,
agrochemicals, cosmetics, and flavours are fast growing and widely studied areas for
the protein engineering applications.
1.2.2.1 Novel applications of lipases as additives in SCCO2 systems
Increasing developments in the fields of medicine and biotechnology have led to
creating more sophisticated and complex medical devices, surgery instruments and
biotechnological treatments. On the other hand, by the developing of technology in the
health and pharmaceuticals sectors, risk of transmission of diseases due to viral and
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bacterial contamination become a growing concern. Because of the complexity and the
sensitivity of these modern devices (like endoscopy, angio equipment and
microsurgical instruments) and because of increasing clinical wastes, alternative
disinfection-sterilization processes have been a fast growing activity during the recent
decades (Zhang, 2006; White, 2006; Kohli, 2012; Perrut 2012). Although the most
common sterilization techniques like steam autoclaving, ionizing radiation and
chemical techniques are successful at microbial inactivation, all these techniques have
certain drawbacks and cannot be applied for sterilization of some materials and items.
(Myers, 2004; Zhang, 2006; Bernkopf, 2007; Checinska, 2011) Supercritical fluid
(SCF) technology is one of the most promising low-temperature sterilization
technology and although many different supercritical fluids available for precision
cleaning, supercritical carbon dioxide (SCCO2) is the most widely preferred solvent
because of the advantages over the other systems. (Temtem, 2009; Hossain, 2011;
Checinska, 2011; Kohli, 2012) LCO2/SCCO2 are highly desirable as alternate solvents
for hygiene systems, because of being inexpensive, naturally abundant, relatively inert
toward reactive compounds, nontoxic, nonflammable, can be easily recycled and
strong bactericidal agents (Habulin, 2001; Al- Duri, 2001; Zhang, 2006; Hossain,
2011; Checinska, 2011; Bertoloni, 2011; Kohli, 2012; Perrut 2012) In order to
enhance the effectiveness of the LCO2/SCCO2 sterilization systems, several additives
(co-solvents, surfactants, dispersants, and chelating agents, hydrolytic enzymes) have
been successfully used according to different variety of contaminants. (Jaeger, 2002;
Zhang, 2006; Checinska, 2011; Perrut, 2012; Kohli, 2012) Sterilization of medical
surfaces, types of equipment and re-used devices like minimal surgery instruments,
endoscopy devices and catheters, removing clinical wastes (body fluids, tissue, fat etc.)
and disinfection of microorganism is very crucial. So, the combination of SCCO2
technology with the modified hydrolytic enzymes will improve the utility of the
system.
Through the abilities of lipases as being stable in broad solvent systems, lipases from
R. meihei (Lipozyme®) and C. antarctica (Novozym 435) were tested in SCCO2 as a
reaction solvent and these commercial lipases showed an ideal catalysis performance.
However studies with these commercial lipases proved that SCCO2 is a promising
solvent for lipase-catalyzed reactions ( Reetz, 2002; Jaeger, 2002; Habulin, 2001), the
solvent creates an extreme environment (low pH and low water content). For cleaning
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polar/hydrophilic soilings, the addition of a small amount of water shifts SCCO2
environment towards acidic pH. Thus, enzymes combined with LCO2/SCCO2 system
should be resistant against the effect of a liquid or supercritical CO2, stable towards
any pH and pressure changes and also should be active both at low water content and
pH (acidic).
1.2.2.2 Protein engineering studies of Bacillus subtilis LipA
Protein engineering of lipases has been done since the mid-1980s, and the first lipase
that applied protein engineering was from Pseudomonas medocina which was done
based on only sequence information. As the 3D structures of the lipase proteins started
to be available in the late 1980s, protein engineering studies increased remarkably.
Studies on specific activity of C. antarctica (Okkels, 1995), H.lanuginosa (Holmquist,
1994), substrate specificity of Staphylococcus hyicus (Kampen, 1998), R. meihei,
C.antarctica A, B and C.rugosa (Naik, 2010), enantioselectivity of R. oryzae
(Rogalska, 1995) and P. aeruginosa

(Reetz, 1997; Reetz, 1999; Zha, 2001),

thermostability of Penicillium cammembertii (Yamaguchi, 1996), F. heterosporum
(Nagao, 1998), and C. antarctica B (Patkar, 1998) and altering the pH-optimum
Fusarium solani ( Petersen, 2001) and H. lanuginosa (Svendsen, 1997) are the few
successful examples of protein engineering applications of different lipases.
B.subtilis lipase served as a model enzyme for protein engineering applications after
its 3D structure enlightened in 2001 (Pouderoyen, 2001; Jaeger, 2002). B.subtilis LipA
does not have a lid domain, so the relation between the enzyme function and the lid
structure has attracted interest. Insertion of lid sequences of three structurally related
enzymes (cutinase, acetylxylanesterase, and human pancreatic lipase) affected the
activity and specificity of B.subtilis LipA, which supports that lid structure is a critical
structural and functional element of lipases (Secundo, 2006). B. subtilis Lip A is a
mesophilic enzyme and several studies using protein engineering strategies have been
applied for enhancing thermostability of the enzyme. Combination of epPCR with sitedirected mutagenesis a triple mutant designed with a 300 fold enhancement in
thermostability compared to wild-type bsLipA (Acharya, 2004). Application of sitedirected mutagenesis of nine point mutations located on the protein surface has
resulted in a remarkable enhancement of 15 °C in the melting temperature (Ahmad,
2008). In a different study, less-packed residues were targetted with the aim of
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increasing inner packing of the bsLipA enzyme to enhance the thermostability.
Although the thermostability of the enzyme is increased, its catalytic activity is
decreased (Abraham, 2005). Also, enantioselectivity of the enzyme was improved
using saturation mutagenesis (Jaeger, 2004; Dröge, 2006).
In order to use bsLipA as an additive in novel hygiene technologies like SCCO2
systems, the optimum pH of the enzyme need to be engineered. Because of the system
creates an extreme environment (low pH and low water content) lipase enzyme has to
be active and stable in these circumstances. Although lipases are good candidates that
are stable in organic solvents, their catalytic properties at lower pH have to be
improved. Shifting the optimum pH of bsLipA is the main goal of the study. Site
directed mutagenesis has been applied to the residues that can affect the pKa values of
the enzyme.
NAD+-Dependent Formate Dehydrogenase
Formate dehydrogenases belong to the superfamily of D-specific 2- hydroxy acid
dehydrogenases, which consist of several groups of enzymes strongly varied in
quaternary structure, presence and type of prosthetic group, and also in substrate
specificity. There are three families of formate dehydrogenase. Two of them are
complex and use heavy metals such as molybdenum, selenium, iron, etc. The first class
of FDH; complex non-NAD+-dependent FDH has complex subunit structure and
requires a wide variety of cofactors and metals. The second class of FDH; complex,
soluble NAD+-dependent FDH uses NAD+ as a cofactor, but has a complex subunit
structure like the first class of FDH. And the third one which is the simplest and is
called NAD+-dependent formate dehydrogenase; (EC 1.2.1.2, FDH ), only requires
NAD+ as a coenzyme and does not contain any prosthetic groups or metal ions. NAD+dependent FDH plays an important role in the terminal step of the catabolism of C1
compounds in methylotrophs, which catalyzes the oxidation of formate anion into
carbon dioxide, coupled with the reduction of NAD+ to NADH (Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2 : Chemical reaction of NAD+-dependent Formate Dehydrogenase
(Ordu, 2007).
The enzyme was first discovered in pea seeds more than 60 years ago, and the studies
began in the 1970s, and mostly found in yeasts, bacteria, plants, and fungi. FDH plays
an important role in the energy supply of methylotrophic microorganisms and in the
stress response of plants. In plants, enzyme localizes in mitochondria and its
biosynthesis increases under anaerobic stress and iron deficiency (Suziki, 1998;
Uversky, 2003).
Generally, FDHs follow Bi-Bi two-substrate order reaction with NAD+ as the first
substrate. Both substrate and co-enzyme sites are pre-existed, and binding of one of
the substrate increases the affinity of the other by 3,5 folds. The catalytic mechanism
of this enzyme is included by a direct transfer of hydride ion from the substrate onto
the C4-atom of the nicotinamide moiety of NAD+, which are present in reactions
catalyzed by other related dehydrogenases (Serov, 2002). Majority of FDHs display
Michaelis-type kinetics and independent functioning of the active centres.
Recent studies of FDH from various organisms show similar kinetic properties, all the
enzymes have similar Km values for formate (3-10 mM) and NAD+ (35-90 µM), and
the recombinant FDHs are slightly different from the native enzymes. The majority of
NAD+- dependent FDHs are highly specific to both formate and NAD+. FDHs can
catalyse pH values between 6.0 and 9.0, and they can keep half of their activity
between 50-60 °C with a few exceptions. Though they can work in a fairly wide range
of pH, FDH is vulnerable to inactivation at higher temperatures.
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1.3.1 Structural properties of NAD+-dependent formate dehydrogenase
NAD+-dependent FDHs do not contain any prosthetic groups or metal ions. The
molecular masses of the enzymes from eukaryotic organisms and some methylotrophic
bacteria range from 70 to 100 kDa (Popov and Lamzin, 1994). NAD+-dependent
FDHs generally form homodimers and are composed of two identical subunits each
has an independent active site. Each subunit has 364 residues folded into two distinct
domains, ‘‘NAD binding domain’’ and ‘‘catalytic domain’’ (Schirwitz, 2007).
All FDHs can be divided into two groups concerning their origins; FDHs from bacteria
and plants is the first group, and FDHs from yeasts and fungi is the other group.
Although, several different FDH enzymes have been isolated from different species,
only the crystal structures of bacterium Pseudomonas sp. 101 and yeast Candida
boidinii FDHs have been solved until today (Lamzin, 1992; Schirwitz, 2007). FDH is
a highly conservative enzyme. The homology between enzymes of the same group is
nearly 80-85% and between two enzymes from the different groups is 50-55% and
more. The comparison of recently known (completely and partially) FDH sequences
from various sources showed that nearly 20% of all residues (71 residues) are
conserved. In addition, the catalytic amino acids, as well as the amino acids that
contribute to the structural stability, are almost totally conserved (sequence homology
of approximately 95%) (Tishkov and Popov, 2004).
Residues taking a role in the active site and co-enzyme binding sites are strictly
conserved.
Catalytically important amino acid residues of Pseudomonas sp. 101 FDH (psFDH)
are Pro97, Phe98, Ile122, Asn146, (Ala/Gly)198, Gly200, Gly203, Arg284, Gln313,
and His332, in Candida methylica FDH(cmFDH) Pro77, Phe78, Ile102, Asn118,
Gly171, Gly173, Gly176, Arg267, Gln278 and His310 are the residues constructing
the active site.
The NAD binding domain (residues N119 to S313) (the residues belongs to Candida
boidinii FDH (cbFDH)) shows a Rossmann fold structure commonly found in
members of the dehydrogenase family. The catalytic domain is formed by the
remaining residues and has a flavodoxin-like topology. The two domains are linked by
two long helices, H6 and H15 (Schirwitz, 2007).
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Conservative ‘fingerprint’ sequence GXGXXGX17-18D(E) in the NAD+ binding
domain is specific for the FDH structure. Negatively charged aspartic acid (D195 in
cbFDH, D221 in psFDH) or glutamic acid at the conserved ‘fingerprint’ sequence is
critical for NAD+-dependent dehydrogenases and plays an important role in providing
the specificity to NAD+ versus NADP+. Both cbFDH and psFDH structures have
similar dimer organization. The first glycine in fingerprint sequence is replaced to
alanine in psFDH. Also, there is a minor influence between psFDH and cbFDH. This
is the additional residue (K189) found in cbFDH which is between glycine triplet and
the catalytic aspartate. Most of the residues involved in hydrogen bonds to the cofactor
are conserved and occur in similar conformation in cbFDH and apo-psFDH. D282 and
S313 make contacts to the nicotinamide ring, and R174 binds the phosphate linker in
NAD+, and the adenine ring is likely to interact with H232 and Y196 (the residues are
belonging to cbFDH). Each of the glycine residues in this fingerprint has a specific
role, the first glycine is critical for the tightness of the turn, the second prevents steric
hindrance of the dinucleotide and amino acid side chain of the protein backbone at this
position, and the third is essential for proper interactions between the strand and helix.
The third glycine allows the tight packing of helix H9 onto strand S6, which
corresponds to the first strand and its following helix in the cofactor-binding domain,
which is in agreement with the general features of the three-glycine pattern of
dehydrogenases. (D195 and Q197 in cbFDH interact with a phosphate group attached
to the O29 of the NAD-ribose, additionally, Y194 and Y196 form a hydrophobic
cluster, which could stabilize the adenine ring in a different position and environment
(Schirwitz, 2007). Several studies for the changing coenzyme specificities by using
site-directed mutagenesis of FDH from cmFDH, psFDH, and Saccharomyces
cerevisiae FDH (scFDH) have shown the importance of the residues in the NAD+
specificity (Seelbach, 1996; Karaguler, 2001; Serov, 2002).
1.3.2 Protein

engineering

applications

of

NAD+-dependent

formate

dehydrogenase
1.3.2.1 Changing coenzyme specificity for NAD(P)H regeneration
Optical purity in the use of chiral compounds as drug raw materials is limited to 99 %
from the Food and Drug Administration. This limitation becomes a bottleneck in the
pharmaceutical industry and increases the enzymatic applications. In the
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pharmaceutical industry, chirality and the production of single enantiomers of the
chiral intermediates become important and state of art in the pharmaceutical industry
for product quality and safety. It is important to produce optically pure compounds
because two enantiomers of a chiral substance act different behaviours towards a
biological system and also chiral drugs with the same molecules but different
enantiopure forms display distinct pharmacological effects (Koeller, 2011; Miranda,
2015, Patel 2018). Chiral compounds are also significant in terms of taste and odour
in the food industry. For example, the L-form and D-form of asparagine, tyrosine and
isoleucine give bitter and sweet taste respectively (Patel, 2008; Wojtasiak, 2006). So,
developing methods to obtain optically pure compounds becomes crucial for chemical
industries.
Oxidoreductases, account for a quarter of all enzymes in the Enzyme nomenclature
database (ExPaSY) and their substrate scope and the large pool of diverse reaction lead
to a wide range of applications. Dehydrogenases belong to oxidoreductases can be
used to produce optically active compounds from nonchiral ones, because
dehydrogenases are extremely stereospecific in the transfer of hydride ion between the
substrate and coenzyme. Therefore, these enzymes are promising for the production of
chiral compounds with very high optical purity (99.9-99.99%). However,
dehydrogenases are underutilized because of the requirement of expensive coenzymes.
The current price of these coenzymes can range from € 1400 (NAD) to € 70.000
(NADPH) per mole (Guarneri, 2019). So, improving efficient regeneration systems to
reuse coenzymes become economical necessity. Various methods such as chemical,
electrochemical, photochemical, microbial and enzymatic methods have been
developed for coenzyme regeneration. Among them, enzymatic regeneration is the
most promising system because of its positive features like high selectivity, efficiency,
and environmentally friendly. Currently, NAD(P)H regeneration is widely based on
enzymatic methods especially dehydrogenase systems (Popov, 1994; Shmid, 2001;
Koeller, 2001; Thiskov and Popov, 2004; Guarneri, 2019).
Two different enzymatic regeneration systems are available, one of them is substrate
coupled reaction system. In this system, one enzyme reacts with both reduced and
oxidized forms of the coenzyme and catalyzed both the synthesis of the desired product
and the regeneration of the coenzyme. But, this approach not always give the desired
result because of the difficulties to generate the optimum conditions for both reactions
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in the same medium with the same enzyme. In the second approach, the coenzyme
regeneration is catalyzed by the other enzyme. Several enzyme systems have been
studied for the reduced coenzyme regeneration based on enzyme coupled approach.

Figure 1.3 : Enzymatic coenzyme regeneration system.
Formate (FDH), glucose (GDH), alcohol (ADH), glucose-6 phosphate and phosphite
(PTDH) dehydrogenase systems have been applied for the coenzyme regeneration, of
them, formate dehydrogenase is the best and the most widely used system for
enzymatic NAD(P)H regeneration because of the advantages of FDH (Van der Donk
and Zhao, 2005; Thiskov and Popov, 2006; Johannes, 2006). The reaction by FDH
obtains 99–100% yield of the final product, because of the irreversibility of the
reaction. FDH exhibits a wide pH-optimum of catalytic activity (6.0– 9.0), thus FDH
can be used in combination with any dehydrogenase that has optimum activity in this
range. The substrate of the reaction (formate-ion) is relatively cheap, and the reaction
product, CO2, can be easily removed from the reaction mixture and does not interfere
with the purification of the final product. FDHs from several sources are highly stable
enzymes and can be used in the system for a long time. FDHs are inexpensive and
available, also methylotrophic bacteria or yeast can provide a high scale enzyme
production with a comparatively low production cost. FDH from Candida boidinii is
the first enzymatic NAD(P)H regeneration system which is used industrially for the
chiral synthesis of tert-L-leucine with leucine dehydrogenase by German Degussa
Company (Popov and Thiskov, 2003).
The reaction catalyzed by FDH is suitable for the system of NADH regeneration. In
laboratory scale, FDH was used for NADH regeneration with different enzymes such
as lactate dehydrogenase, xylitol dehydrogenase and mannitol dehydrogenase for the
synthesis of hydroxyacids, xylitol and mannitol, respectively ( Van der Donk and
Zhao, 2003; Mayer, 2002; Kaup, 2005). In pharmaceutical industry, synthesis of
Atazanavir ( antiviral drug-HIV protease) requires S-tert leucine, and this reaction
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performed by recombinant Thermoactinomyces intermedius leucine dehydrogenase
coupled with recombinant Pichia pastoris FDH for cofactor regeneration. Similarly,
in the synthesis of Omapatrilat (antihypertensive drug), the reaction was coupled with
T. intermedius phenylalanine dehydrogenase and P. pastoris FDH ( Patel, 2008).
However, all naturally occurring FDHs are highly specific to NAD+. On the other
hand, NADPH regeneration is also critical for the chemical industry. Therefore,
protein engineering of FDH with the aim of altering coenzyme specificity (NADP+
versus NAD+) becomes crucial. Several approaches using rational design and semirational design to alter the coenzyme specificity of FDH from Pseudomonas sp. 101
(Seelbach, 1996), Saccharomyces cerevisae (Serov, 2002) Candida boidinii
(Andreadeli, 2008) and Candida methylica (Karaguler, 2001) towards NADP+ have
yielded promising results, however FDHs are still show NAD+ activity.
The first protein engineering study to change the coenzyme specificity has been
applied to psFDH sp. 101, The (kcat/Km)NADP+ value of the mutant FDH was three fold
less than the (kcat/Km)NADP+ value for the wild type enzyme, however, there are no
details about the a.a substitutions (Thiskov, 2004).
To alter the coenzyme specificity of cmFDH, site-directed mutagenesis applied to the
residue that is found at the NAD+-binding site of the protein. Single mutant D195S
showed higher efficiency at turning over NADP+ than the native cmFDH, however,
the mutant has still higher catalytic efficiency for NAD+ than the NADP+. Besides this,
the study has confirmed that the residue D195 is related to coenzyme specificity
(Karaguler, 2001).
Double mutant D196A/Y197R of Saccharomyces cerevisiae FDH has shown 2.4- fold
higher specificity for NADP+ than NAD+, but the catalytic activity of this mutant was
lower (Serov, 2002).
To change the coenzyme specificity of Candida boidinii FDH, there have been several
studies. In the first study, directed evolution has been applied to D195S single mutant
that was described in the previous study (Karaguler,2001). Double D195S/Y196H and
triple D195S/Y196H/K356T cbFDH mutants show higher enzyme activity with
NADP+ compared to wild type cbFDH (Rozell, 2004).Site-saturation mutagenesis has
been applied to D195 and Y196 residues of cbFDH and double mutant D195Q/Y196H
showed more than 2x107 –fold improvement in overall catalytic efficiency for NADP+
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(Andreadeli, 2008). One year later, another site-saturation mutagenesis has been
applied

to

cbFDH,

double

D195Q/Y196R,

D195S/Y196P

and

triple

D195Q/Y196R/Q197N were increased the overall catalytic efficiencies 1.14 x 104, 2.9
x 103 and 29.1 x 103 for NADP+ respectively (Wu, 2009).
The increasing number of studies on FDH and its applications for coenzyme
regeneration demonstrate that residues D195, Y196 and Q197 are critical residues to
alter the coenzyme specificity and engineering these residues highly important the
create active and stable NADP+-dependent FDH.
Within the scope of our research, we aimed to change the coenzyme specificity of
cmFDH using semi-rational design ( site-saturation mutagenesis). Two rounds of sitesaturation mutagenesis have been applied to the critical residues in the coenzyme
binding sites of the cmFDH in order to chance the coenzyme specificity.
1.3.2.2 Thermostability studies of NAD+-dependent formate dehydrogenase
Protein stability can be explained in different meanings and analysis in literature, and
that can confuse terms. Mostly, protein stability refers to the tendency of a protein to
reversibly unfold which is the measurement of the thermodynamic stability. Covalent
bond of the peptide backbone and noncovalent interactions like hydrophobic,
electrostatic and Van der Waals interactions, salt bridges and hydrogen bonds of the
protein are the main forces that are responsible for the protein stability. The balance
between these forces is known as the thermodynamic stability of the protein and can
be represented by the Gibbs free energy change ∆G (free energy of unfolding) of the
transition from native to unfold structure of the protein. Thermodynamic stability can
be measured via various methods such as differential scanning calorimetry, circular
dichromism, tryptophan fluorescence or absorbance changes of tyrosine (Polizzi,
2007; Chopra, 2018)).
Protein stability also refers to the time of a protein’s remaining activity before
undergoing irreversible denaturation, which is known as kinetic stability.
Measurement of kinetic stability usually relies on an assay for the enzyme activity of
the protein to be reduced by half through the incubation under denaturing conditions
like high temperature, extreme pH or pressure. Protein stability can be researched and
analyzed through both thermodynamically and kinetically. Although unfolding and
deactivation can sometimes be related, they depend on different processes and are
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quantified differently (Polizzi, 2007; Chopra, 2018). Kinetic stability depends on the
activation energy of unfolding, and thermodynamic stability depends on the
equilibrium between the native and the denatured state of the protein. Therefore, to
understand the stability of the protein both thermodynamic and kinetic properties
should be measured independently.
Protein stability can be studied against several denaturing conditions like extreme pH,
salinity, pressure, and temperature, among them most of the work deals with the
improvement of stability at elevated temperatures. In industrial processes,
thermostable enzymes become an important parameter that considers an economic
advantage which let the use of high process temperatures that have beneficial effects
on reaction rate, reactant solubility and the risk of microbial contamination (Eijsink,
2004).
Improvement of industrial enzymes with thermostability will increase the application
of biocatalysts in harsh industrial conditions and therefore, protein engineering
strategies become important to redesign the proteins stable against those
circumstances.
Several methods have been applied to improve the thermostability of enzymes like
protein engineering, posttranslational modification, and immobilization. High
numbers of directed evolution approaches have been applied by random mutagenesis
methods for enhancing thermostability (Eijsink, 2005). The method has been proven
as a powerful tool for several applications with different enzymes and several rounds
of evolution and large numbers of mutations ( Giver, 1998; Ness, 1999; Turner, 2009;
Koksharov and Ugarova, 2011; Verma, 2012). However, working with directed
evolution gives some disadvantages like a large accumulation of variants to select and
screen. Most strategies for screening the enzyme stability depends on the measurement
of the residual activity after incubation of the denaturing agent like high temperature
or pH etc. on a microtiter plate or filter. Unfortunately, most of the high-throughput
microplate readers can only reach temperatures of about 50°C, so this limitation of the
strategy makes it impractical and time-consuming.
As an alternative, rational design strategies can provide advantages through the time
and effort in engineering protein thermostability. Studies on protein stability with
small enzymes have given lots of information about thermodynamic assessment of
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certain types of interactions and have permitted the identification of several general
strategies for stabilization. Changing hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonding,
introducing salt bridges, disulfide bridges, cavity filling, better packing, shortening of
loops, entropic stabilization as rigidification are the main strategies that affect
thermostability (Eijsink, 2004; Razvi and Scholtz, 2006; Polizzi, 2007; Chopra, 2018).
Although, rational design methods are universal, rapid and have potential to be
developed into algorithms, are still limited because of poorly understanding of protein
dynamics and structure-function relations. Different methods have been applied to
enhance the thermostability of enzymes via site-directed mutagenesis (Annaluru,
2006; Chu, 2007; Irfan, 2018). Despite extensive research on understanding the
molecular mechanisms of enzyme thermostability and since there is no single factor
affects the thermostability, this area about the enzymes needs to further and deeper
researches.
To understand the major factors of the protein stability, it is important to understand
the relationship of thermostability with protein-core and protein-surface structure.
Although several studies have been applied on thermostability through different
proteins, most of them were focused on protein-core relation and protein surface has
not been thoroughly investigated (Yoo, 2010). Introducing disulfide bridge (Ordu,
2012) or optimising surface electrostatic interactions (Schweiker, 2007; Ordu, 2013)
are promising approaches, however, they have limited applications to other proteins.
To improve the thermostability of NAD+-dependent formate dehydrogenases, several
strategies were applied to different FDHs. To improve the thermostability of
Pseudomonas sp. 101 FDH different site-directed mutagenesis strategies have been
applied to improve hydrophobization of α-helices (Rojkova, 1999) to increase in
hyrophobicity of protein globule and to optimize electrostatic interactions of
pseudomonas sp. 101 FDH ( Federchuk, 2002). Mutants psFDH sp 101 GAV, psFDH
sp 101 T7 and psFDH sp 101 T5M9-10 ( didn’t mention the a.a substitutions) are all
increased Tm value especially, mutant T7 increased the Tm value 5°C when compared
to the native psFDH sp 101 ( Tm 63°C) (Thiskov, 2006).
To increase the thermostability of Candida boidinii FDH, directed evolution applied
to single mutant C23S and double mutant C23S/C262A cbFDH. Tm value of C23S was
increased from 52°C to 62°C when compared to the orijinal mutant C23S, and Tm
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value was increased 5.2°C when compared to the native cbFDH (Tm 56.8°C)
(Slusarczyk, 2003).
To improve the stability of Candida methylica FDH, site-directed mutagenesis was
applied to 1 and 62 residues of cmFDH. Forming disulfide bridge between M1C and
D62C was expected to improve the stability, however single mutant D62C and double
mutant M1C/D62C didn’t show the expected improvement. Besides that, M1 residue
found as related to temperature stability, because M1C single mutant showed 63%
better catalytic efficiency than the native cmFDH and the Tm value was increased
1.7°C when compared to the native cmFDH (Tm 56.7°C) (Ordu, 2012). When M1 was
found as a promising residue for increasing thermostability of cmFDH, site-saturation
mutagenesis was applied to this residue. Among the 8 mutants, M1L showed better Km
and Kcat values when compared to the native cmFDH and it showed the best residual
activity 17% after incubation at 60°C when compared to native and previous M1C
mutant cmFDH (Özgün and Ordu, 2016). Ordu et al. also studied to improve the
thermostability of cmFDH through the optimization of surface electrostatic
interactions. 13 residues were selected to change charge balancing and to form
potential new salt bridges in order to increase the thermostability of the protein. Best
mutants, N187E and Q105R increased the T0.5 value 4°C and 6°C when compared to
native cmFDH (T0.5 value 56.7°C), also their residual activities were increased 60.5%
and 78.5 % respectively after incubated at 60°C for 20 min, comparing native enzyme
retains only 6.5% of its activity (Ordu, 2013).
All the studies showed that there is not a single method to increase the thermostability
of the proteins, and the stability mechanisms are not thoroughly understood. However,
most studies focused on protein surfaces give promising results for NAD+-dependent
formate dehydrogenases.
Recently, structural analysis of proteins from mesophilic and thermophilic organisms
showed that higher degree of rigidity caused better packing of hydrophobic
interactions, increase the strength of interactions between adjacent residues, develop
hydrogen bond network and strength salt bridges. Therefore rigidifying flexible sites
is one of the promising protein engineering approaches for enhancing thermostability
of proteins (Yu and Huang, 2014).
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Here in this thesis, we aimed to improve the thermostability of cmFDH through the
site-directed mutagenesis. Targeted residues were selected according to the flexibility
of the cavities on the protein surface. To increase the thermostability, to rigidify the
flexible residues of selected cavities without the reduction of the enzyme activity was
the main goal of our study.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
Shifting optimum pH of lipase A from Bacillus subtilis
2.1.1 Strains and vectors
The recombinant plasmid pET22b(+), which was constructed previously by cloning
lipA gene from Bacillus subtilis was used as a template. B. subtilis lipA was obtained
from Prof. Young Je Yoo from Seoul National University. C-terminal his-tagged
pET22b(+) vector was purchased from Novagen for gene cloning and expression.
The host strains; DH5αTM-T1R chemically competent cell [F-ϕomlacZ∆M15
∆(lacZYA-argF)U169 recA1 endA1 hsdR17(rk-, mk+) phoA supE44 thi-1 gyrA96
relA1 tonA] (Invitrogen, Life Technologies) and BL21 electrocompetent cell [F- ompT
hsdSB(rB- , mB- ) galdcm-rne131 (DE3) ] (Novagen) were cloning and expression of
the recombinant lipA, respectively.
2.1.2 Computational studies
The surface residues of the enzymes have a crucial impact on functional parameters
like thermostability, substrate specificity, activity, and pH-optimum. At least one of
the catalytic residues are titratable residues, and some other residues within or near the
catalytic site are also titratable residues, and the pH-dependent activity of the enzyme
is set primarily by pKa values of one or a few key ionizable groups within its active
site cleft (Kim, 2008). For the function of enzymes, catalytic residues should have the
appropriate protonation state in the active pH range. The protonation state of the
catalytic residues and of the residues within 15 Ǻ from the active site may influence
the charge and potential distribution in the catalytic/binding region of the protein
(Petersen, 2001). Therefore, pH is a key factor for the enzyme activity.
In order to modify the optimum pH of bsLipA enzyme, it was hypothesized that the
residues at about 9Å from the catalytic site of the enzyme can perturb pKa of the
catalytic residues and modulate pH optimum. Computational studies are carried based
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on Bacillus subtilis Lipase A (PDB ID:1ISP) and by using Insight II program (Figure
3.1). Position specific rotamer as implemented in “WHAT IF” web interface was used
to build mutant models. Biopolymer module in Insight II was used to add hydrogens
at pH 7. The terminals were chosen in charged forms. Electrostatic potential was
calculated in the functional atoms of His and Ser ( in the catalytic site of the bsLipA)
by using Delphi module in Insight II. The mutation sites were selected in such a
manner that the substituted groups can make direct interaction with the catalytic
residues. Charge reversal mutations were created at about 9Ǻ from H156. The
interaction and charge repulsion between mutants and H156 are expected to decrease
the pKa of the H156, similarly interaction between mutants and S77 is expected to
decrease the pKa of the S77. According to the calculation of pKa of H156 and S77
target, residues are determined. For pKa calculation finite-difference of PoissonBoltzmann (FDPB) equation was solved to calculate electrostatic potential at the
functional atoms (His Nδ1/Nε2, Ser Oγ) in the catalytic residues with the program
Delphi in Insight II.
2.1.3 Site-directed mutagenesis
For the experimental studies Bacillus subtilis LipA gene was obtained. bsLipA gene
with a C-terminal histag is previously introduced into EcoRV/SacI restriction sites of
the pET22b(+) vector used as a template DNA. E. coli BL21 (DE3) (Novagen)
electrocompetent cells and DH5α-T1R (Invitrogen) chemically competent cells were
used as host cells. For further studies stock cultures were prepared and stored at -80
°C. The modifications of the determined residues, single mutants were created by sitedirected mutagenesis using GeneArtTM Site-Directed Mutagenesis System (Invitrogen)
(Figure 2.1). In order to construct the mutant bsLipA proteins, the primers which will
create the mutants were designed through the specifications of GeneArtTM SiteDirected Mutagenesis System and synthesized commercially (Table 2.1).
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Table 2.1 : Oligonucleotide primer sets used for site-directed mutagenesis of bs
LipA. Base changes are in boldface.
Mutants

Primers

GC %

Tm °C

G11E

5’-ccagtcgttatggttcacgaaattggagg-3’

48.3

60.9

5’-gtgaaccataacgactggattgtgttc-3’

44.4

57.9

5’-ggaggggcatcattccgttttggggaatc -3’

55.2

64.5

5’-gaatgatgcccctccaataccgtg-3’

54.2

59.8

5’-caaacgtcgtgacgcgtggcggcgcgaac-3’

69

71.3

5’-cgtcacgacgtttgcaactttatttccgcc-3’

50

63.3

5’-caaacgtcgtgacgctgcgtggcgcgaacc-3’

63.3

68.9

5’-aaccgtcacgacgtttgcaactttatttccgcc-3’

48.5

65.2

5’-gtcgtgacgctgggccgtgcgaaccgtttgac-3’

62.5

69.6

5’-gccaaccgtcacgacgtttgcaactt-3’

53.8

64.0

5’-ccatggcgttggacacagaggccttctgtac-3’

58.1

66.4

5’-gtgtccaacgccatggatttgaacg-3’

52

60.8

N18R
L102R
G103R
G104R
I157R

Creation of single bsLipA mutants via PCR based site-directed mutagenesis were
carried out first methylation then PCR reaction. GeneArtTM Site-Directed Mutagenesis
System relies on the inherent properties of DNA methylase, high fidelity DNA
polymerase, recombination enzymes and McrBC endonuclease. In the methylation
reaction 20 ng template DNA was methylated with 4 units DNA methylase during 30
min. incubation at 37 °C. Methylated DNA was amplified with two overlapping
primers to produce linear double stranded DNA. The PCR reaction (at 94°C for 2 min
initial denaturation, 94°C for 30 sec, 60°C for 30 sec, 68°C for 6 min with 30 cycles,
and 68°C for 10 minfinal extension) was carried out for each mutant in the presence
of 1X AccuPrime Pfx reaction mix, 1X enhancer, 1mM MgSO4, 0,3µM each primer,
and 1 unit AccuPrime Pfx Tag polimerase. After amplification of methylated DNA
with primers containing target mutations, in vitro recombination reaction applied for
enhancing colony output PCR samples were incubated at RT for 10 min with an
enzyme mix supplied by GeneArtTM Site-Directed Mutagenesis System. After
recombination reaction samples were tranformed into DH5α-T1R chemically
competent E.coli cells. The host cell circulizes the linear mutated DNA, and McrBC
endonuclease in the host cell digests the methylated template DNA and leaving only
un methylated, mutated product.
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The transformation reaction mix then transfered to LB plates containing ampicillin
(100 mg/ml). After incubation of LB plates at 37 °C for 16-20 hours, colonies from
each single mutant transformation plates were picked and plasmid DNA isolation
applied to selected mutant colonies.
The selected colonies were transfered to tubes containing 5 ml LB medium with
ampicillin (100 mg/ml), after overnight incubation at 37 °C plasmid DNA of each
colonies selected from different mutants were isolated using plasmid isolation kit
‘High Pure Plasmid Isolation Kit’ (Roche). The concentrations of plasmid DNA of the
selected mutants were analysed by NanoDrop. The pDNAs of selected mutants will
then analyzed by sequencing for confirmation of each single mutagenesis.
Finally, positive mutant pDNAs (pET22b(+) expression vector containing C-terminal
His-tagged bsLipA gene) were transformed in BL21(DE3) cells for overexpression of
bsLipase A proteins.
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Figure 2.1 : The summary of GeneArtTM Site-Directed Mutagenesis System
(Invitrogen).
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2.1.4 Purification of bsLipA enzymes
For growing cell culture and overexpression of native and mutant bsLipase A enzymes
Qiaexpressionist (Qiagen) procedures were used which was previously adapted for
cmFDH enzyme (Ordu,2007).
E.coli BL21 cells containing His-tagged bsLipA gene inserted to pET22b(+) vector
were inoculated in 10 ml LB medium with ampicilin (100mg/ml) and incubated
overnight at 37°C with shaking 250 rpm. After incubation, 10 ml of cultures were
grown in 1000 ml of LB medium with ampicillin (100mg/ml) and incubated at 37°C
until the OD600 reaches to 0,6. The cultures were induced with 1 M IPTG (isopropylβ-D-thiogalactopyranoside) after incubation at 37°C for 4 hours and then harvested by
centrifugation at 4000g for 20 min to collect pelleted cells and stored at -80°C. Pellets
were resuspended with 20 ml lysis buffer ( Buffer + lysozyme (1 mg/ml)), once they
resuspended, cells were placed on ice for 30 min. After incubation, cells were disrupted
with sonication at 200-300 W (20/20/20) and collected by centrifugation (15.000 g,
20 min, 4°C ). 1ml of the 50% Ni-NTA slurry was added to 20 ml of cleared lysate
and mixed gently by shaking (50 rpm on a horizontal shaker) for 60 min at 4°C. During
the incubation, His-tagged bsLipA enzymes were allowed to bind to the resin. After
incubation, the mixture was centrifuged at 4000g for 5 min and supernatants were
discarded. The pelleted resin was washed twice with 3 ml of wash buffer by
centrifugation at 4000g for 1 min. His-tagged proteins were eluted in 5 step elution
with 1 ml of elution buffer centrifugation at 4000g for 1 min. During each step of
purification (clear lysate, wash and elution) 50 µl samples were collected for the
analyzing with SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). After
purification to concentrate proteins and for the buffer exchange eluted protein was
centrifuged with ultrafiltration tubes (Milipore) at 4000g. Protein concentration was
determined by the Bradford method using bovine serum albumin as standard protein
concentrations.
2.1.5 Specific activity of bsLipA enzymes
Lipase activity assay was conducted on the measurement of the p-nitrophenol released
from p-nitrophenyl palmitate(pNPP) as substrate (Sigma). The reaction was started
when the enzyme added to the reaction mix containing, 100 mM phosphate buffer (pH
8.0) with 2 mM pNPP, 0.1% (w/v) Gum Arabic and 0.4 % (w/v) Triton X-100 and the
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absorbance

of

released

p-nitrophenol

was

determined

at

405

nm

spectrophotometrically. One unit of enzyme activity was defined as the amount of
biocatalyst that released 1 µmol of p-nitrophenol per minute.
2.1.6 pH profile studies of bsLipA enzymes
The effect of pH and the optimum pH range was measured as enzyme activity at 25°C
with a reaction mix of 100 mM buffer, 2 mM p-nitrophenyl palmitate, 0.1% (w/v) Gum
Arabic and 0.4 % (w/v) Triton X-100. The effect of pH on the enzyme activity was
tested in the pH range of 4.0-11.5 following 100 mM buffers at different pH; acetate
buffer (pH: 4.0-6.0), potassium phosphate buffer (pH: 6.0-8.0), TRIS buffer (pH: 7.09.0) and glycine buffer (pH: 9.5-11.5).
The stability of the enzyme at different pH profiles was tested after incubation of
lipases for 1 h in 100 mM buffers (pH range 4.0- 11.5). Residual activity was then
calculated considering the enzyme activity at time zero as 100 %.
Changing coenzyme specificity of NAD+ -dependent formate dehydrogenase
from Candida methylica
2.2.1 Strains and vectors
The recombinant plasmid pQE-2, which has constructed previously in our laboratory
(Ordu, 2007) by cloning formate dehydrogenase gene from Candida methylica was
used as a template. His-tagged pQE-2 vector was purchased from Qiagen for gene
cloning and expression.
BL21 electrocompetent cell [F- ompT hsdSB(rB- , mB- ) galdcm-rne131 (DE3)]
(Novagen) was used as host cell overexpression of the recombinant cmFDH.
2.2.2 Homology modelling
According to the structural data and sequence analysis, the coenzyme-binding domain
of FDHs has a classical Rossmann fold. NAD+-specific oxidoreductases and all FDHs
belong to the superfamily of D-specific 2-hydroxy acid dehydrogenases involve a
conserved `fingerprint' sequence G(A)XGXXG and a conserved aspartic acid residue
(Asp221, Asp195 and Asp196 in psFDH, cmFDH/cbFDH and scFDH respectively).
The X-ray data for psFDH and cbFDH show that this conserved Asp residue interacts
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with the 2’- and 3’-OH groups of adenosine ribose and this residue is a major factor of
the specificity for NAD+ (Lamzin, 1994; Schirwitz, 2007). The catalytic Asp is located
18 residues downstream from the Gly residue at the end of the `fingerprint' sequence
in yeast FDHs, the bacterial and plant sequences have the conserved Asp as the 17th
residue downstream from the end of the `fingerprint'. In addition to the conserved
Asp196 residue, tyrosine residue in yeasts (Tyr195 in cbFDH and cmFDH, Tyr196 in
scFDH) is replaced by Arg in bacterial and plant enzymes, and this residue is located
at the entrance of the coenzyme binding site and it is the potential residue that prevents
NADP+ binding either by unfavourable interactions or by sterically blocking 2’phosphate group binding. According to this information, for the determination of the
residues that are responsible for the NAD+ specificity, the sequences of the cmFDH is
compared with psFDH and cbFDH, and it shows 37% and 97% homology respectively.
In the coenzyme binding domain, the amino acid residues, which are responsible for
the coenzyme specificity was determined by using Insight II (Accelrys) program on a
homology model of cmFDH based on psFDH (sp.101) and cbFDH crystal structure.
The determined residues are; D195, Y196, and Q197, which are critical for the NAD+
binding domain.
2.2.3 Site-saturation mutagenesis
Plasmid DNA included His-tagged Candida methylica FDH gene, which was
previously (Ordu, 2009) inserted at the SacI / PstI restriction sites of the pQE-2 vector
was used as a template and E. coli BL21(DE3) (Novagen) electrocompetent cells were
used as host cells for overexpression.
For simultaneous purification of plasmid DNA from E. coli cultures, which were
grown after overnight (≈12-16h) incubation in LB (Luria-Bertani) medium at 37°C,
“High Pure Plasmid Isolation Kit” (Roche) was used. For changing coenzyme
specificity of cmFDH, residues responsible for NAD+ binding (D195, Y196, and
Q197) were targeted for site-saturation mutagenesis. Overlapping degenerate primers
were designed for the amplification of the whole plasmid with the degeneracy of the
determined sites. Primers which introduced single mutation at positions D195, Y196,
and Q197 were designed for first-generation mutations, the second set of primers
which introduced single mutation at positions Y196 and Q197 were designed for
double mutants to construct second-generation libraries of D195S mutant. For the
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introduction of the mutagenesis, complementary degenerate primers including all
amino acid possibilities were designed and synthesized commercially (Table 2.2).
The site-saturation polymerase chain reaction was used to amplify the whole plasmid
DNA for the introduction of diversity to predetermined sites of the cmFDH by using
degenerate primers. For this purpose, the isolated double-stranded plasmid DNA
containing native cmFDH gene was used as template of the first generation libraries
and double-stranded plasmid DNA of D195S mutant was used as template of the
second generation libraries. The SSM-PCR ( at 95°C for 2 min initial denaturation,
95°C for 2 min, 50°C for 2 min, 72°C for 6 min with 30 cycles, and 72°C for 10 min
final extension) was carried out in the presence of 50 ng template DNA, 0,3 µM of
each dNTP, 0,2 pmol of each primer, and 0,02 unit of Pfu® Tag polymerase (
Invitrogen).
Table 2.2 : Degenerate oligonucleotide primer sets of the determined residues for the
site-saturation mutagenesis PCR of cmFDH. Base Changes are in bold
face. N is A, T, G, or C; K is G or T; M is A or C.
Mutant

Primers

GC %

Tm °C

D195/ F

caaaagaattattatactacNNKtatcaagctttacc

28.4

55.7

D195/ R

ggtaaagcttgataMNNgtagtataataattcttttg

Y196/ F

gaattattatactacgatNNKcaagctttacc

32.8

55

Y196/ R

ggtaaagcttgMNNatcgtagtataataattc

Q197/ F

ctacgattatNNKgctttaccaaaagaagc

38.3

57.1

Q197/ R

gcttcttttggtaaagcMNNataatcgtag

D195S/Y196-F

gaattattatactacagtNNKcaagctttacc

32.8

55

D195S/Y196-R

ggtaaagcttgMNNactgtagtataataattc

D195S/Q197-F

ctacagttatNNKgctttaccaaaagaagc

30

57

D195S/Q197-R

gcttcttttggtaaagcMNNataactgtag
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After amplification of the plasmid DNA, the PCR product was digested with 10 units
of DpnI (Roche) for 4 hours at 37°C. DpnI is an endonuclease restriction enzyme
which recognizes and cuts the methylated adenin (N6-methyladenine) sites at only
GmATC sequences and eliminates nonmutant ancestral cmFDH genes. Such
methylated sequences are produced by dam+ strains. Our template ( pQE-2 vector with
cmFDH gene) that was purified from the bacterial strain is also dam+ which makes it
suitable for DpnI digestion. Therefore, the restriction of the PCR products provide the
elimination of the ancestral dam+ templates with no mutation.
After digestion with DpnI, PCR products were transformed directly to BL21 (DE3)
electrocompetent cells. For this purpose, 3 μl of PCR product was added into 50 μl
BL21 (New England Biolabs) electrocompetent cell, cells were then transferred to the
electroporator cuvettes. After the electroporation, 250 μl S.O.C medium was
immediately added to the cells, the solution was then transferred into tubes, and they
were shaken and incubated for at least 1 hour at 37°C. Finally, after spreading 50 - 100
μl from each transformation on a prewarmed LB agar plate including (100 mg/ml)
ampicillin, they were incubated overnight at 37°C.
2.2.4 Screening of candidate cmFDH mutants
Commonly, dehydrogenase activity is measured directly by the production of
NAD(P)H at 340nm, but this procedure for screening of large libraries with cell lysates
in microplates is not suitable. The high costs of the microplates for screening in the
UV-range, the low reproducibility of the measurements, can limit the efficiency of the
approach.
Therefore, the colorimetric assay for the NAD(P)H generation promises to be
generally applicable for measuring the activity of dehydrogenases. Colorimetric assay
is based on the reduction of nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT) to soluble formazan in the
presence of phenazine methosulfate (PMS) which reacts with the NAD(P)H produced
by dehydrogenases. If there is an active dehydrogenase in the reaction, NAD(P)+,
PMS, and NBT is reduced to blue-purple formazan that can be measured at 580nm
spectrophotometrically (Debnam,1997; Mayer, 2002).
After site-saturation mutagenesis, transformed individual colonies from each library
(D195, Y196, Q197, D195S/Y196, and D195S /Q197) were picked and transferred
into 96-well microplates which included 100 μl Magic Media (MM) ‘E.coli Expression
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Medium’ (Invitrogen) with ampicillin. MM is a commercial media which provides E.
coli expression without IPTG induction. The master plates then were grown at 37°C
for 18 hours and were stored as 20% glycerol stocks frozen at -80°C for the further
studies.
For screening the FDH activity, mutated individuals in the master plates of the libraries
were transferred as triple replicates to the 96-deep-well microplates including 1,5 ml
MM with ampicillin (100mg/ml). Also each plate was included triple replication of the
medium without any inoculation, pQE-2 vector without FDH insertion, and pQE-2
vector with wild type FDH as controls. After the deep-well plates were grown at 37°C
for 22 hours, cells were harvested by centrifugation at 4000 x g for 20 minutes, and
the medium was removed. The pellets then, were resuspended with 50 μl BugBuster
(Novagen), and the plates were shaken at RT for 20 minutes. After incubation, the
plates were centrifugated at 4000 x g for 20 minutes, and then the lysates as supernatant
were removed to new plates for the screening assays.
For library screening, colorimetric assay was applied. Each 200 μl reaction contained
20 μl of lysate, 30 μl of dilution buffer ( 50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0] and 0,13 % gelatin),
and 150 μl reaction buffer ( 300 μM NADP, 300 μM formate, 300 μM NBT, and 30
μM PMS in dilution buffer). The reaction was started by adding lysate to the reaction
solution, and then the kinetics were monitored at OD580 for the first 3 minutes. Finally,
the reaction was observed in the blue-purple colour. The average of the triple
replications of each mutant was analysed, and the candidate mutants with activity
towards NADP+ were determined.
2.2.5 Purification of selected cmFDH enzymes
For growing cell culture and overexpression of candidate cmFDH enzymes previously
adapted Qiaexpressionist (Qiagen) procedures were used (Ordu,2007).
E.coli BL21 cells containing His-tagged cmFDH gene inserted to pQE-2 vector were
inoculated in 10 ml LB medium with ampicillin (100mg/ml) and incubated overnight
at 37°C with shaking 250 rpm. After incubation, 10 ml cultures were grown in 1000
ml LB medium with ampicillin (100mg/ml) and incubated at 37°C until the OD600
reaches to 0,6. The cultures were induced with 1 M IPTG (isopropyl-β-Dthiogalactopyranoside) after incubation at 37°C for 4 hours and then harvested by
centrifugation at 4000g for 20 min to collect pelleted cells and stored at -80°C. Pellets
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were resuspended with 20 ml lysis buffer ( Buffer + lysozyme (1mg/ml)), once they
are resuspended, cells were placed on ice for 30 min. After incubation, cells were
disrupted with sonication at 200-300 W (20/20/20) and collected by centrifugation
(15.000 g, 20 min, 4°C ). 1ml of the 50% Ni-NTA slurry was added to 20 ml of cleared
lysate and mixed gently by shaking (50 rpm on a horizontal shaker) for 60 min at 4°C.
During the incubation, His-tagged cmFDH enzymes were allowed to bind to the resin.
After incubation, the mixture was centrifuged at 4000g for 5 min and supernatants
were discarded. The pelleted resin was washed twice with 3 ml of wash buffer by
centrifugation at 4000g for 1 min. His-tagged proteins were eluted in 5 step elution
with 1 ml of elution buffer centrifugation at 4000g for 1 min. During each step of
purification ( clear lysate, wash and elution) 50 µl samples were collected for the
analyzing with SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). After
purification to concentrate proteins and for buffer exchange eluted protein was
centrifuged with ultrafiltration tubes (Millipore) at 4000g. Protein concentration was
determined by the Bradford method using bovine serum albumin as standard protein
concentrations.
2.2.6 Steady-state kinetics
Steady-state kinetic parameters (Km and Kcat) were determined at room temperature
by varying the concentration of formate (0-40 mM) in the presence of 20 mM Tris
buffer ( pH 8.0 ) and coenzymes NAD+ and NADP+ (1 mM ) respectively. The initial
velocity was determined from plots using a molar absorption coefficient of 6.22 x 103
M-1 cm-1 of NAD(P)H and the increase in the absorption of reduced coenzymes were
followed at 340 nm for 1 min by Shimadzu 1700 double beam (10mm path length)
UV-VIS spectrophotometer. The kinetic parameters were calculated using GraFit5
(Erithacus Software Ltd.) program.
Increasing thermostability of NAD+ -dependent formate dehydrogenase
from Candida methylica
2.3.1 Strains and vectors
The recombinant plasmid pQE-2, which has been constructed previously in our
laboratory (Ordu, 2007) by cloning formate dehydrogenase gene from Candida
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methylica was used as a template. His-tagged pQE-2 vector was purchased from
Qiagen for gene cloning and expression.
The host strains; DH5αTM-T1R chemically competent cell [F-ϕ80lacZ∆M15
∆(lacZYA-argF)U169 recA1 endA1 hsdR17(rk-, mk+) phoA supE44 thi-1 gyrA96
relA1 tonA] (Invitrogen, Life Technologies) and BL21 electrocompetent cell [F- ompT
hsdSB(rB- , mB- ) galdcm-rne131 (DE3)] (Novagen) were cloning and expression of
the recombinant cmFDH, respectively.
2.3.2 Computational studies
Recently, new rational strategies like cavity filling and rigidify flexible sites of the
protein to be pronounced as practical approaches for increasing thermostability of
proteins (Huang, 2014). Previous works revealed that surface cavity-lining residues
that have higher flexibility with less specific interactions were good candidates for
engineering thermostability of targeted proteins (Joo, 2010).
In this manner to improve the thermostability of cmFDH without affecting the enzyme
activity, the target sites of cmFDH were predicted by analyzing protein cavities and
their flexibility. The target sites to increase the thermostability of cmFDH were
identified by structure of cmFDH which was constructed by ExPASy portal with 2FSS
(Candida boidiini FDH) and cofactor binding sites were predicted with 2NAD
(Pseudomonas sp. FDH). According to the result of the homology modelling, the
constructed cmFDH model was used to specify the cavities and the flexible sites.
Cavities were identified by Castp server, and flexibility of the residues of the surface
cavities was analyzed using the FRODA (Framework Rigidity Optimized Dynamics
Algorithm of the FIRST software) module on the Flexweb server. “FIRST” (Floppy
Inclusion and Rigid Substructure Topography) is a computational program that
determines the flexibility of the protein. The program treats a protein as constraints
network and calculates the balancing degrees between atom pairs as freedom against
constraints of the atoms. “FIRST” program is much faster than MD simulation and it
is also effective to capture the conformational flexibility of the proteins (Huang, 2014).
Cavities with the flexible region that can be considered thermo-labile were predicted
with FRODA module of FIRST software and cavities including catalytic residues also
all the residues within 4 Å from these residues were excluded. Residues with higher
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flexibility were identified by calculating the average root mean square (RMSD) values
of the cavity-lining residues.
To research for the optimal sequences for selected target mutations of the selected
cavities, a computational design method called Rosetta Design was applied to stabilize
and rigidify the cavity interactions. Totally, 6 cavities with 12 residues were
redesigned by the computational methods and constructing these mutations were
carried out with a site-directed mutagenesis approach.
2.3.3 Site-directed mutagenesis
Plasmid DNA included His-tagged Candida methylica FDH gene, which was
previously (Ordu, 2009) inserted at the SacI / PstI restriction sites of the pQE-2 vector
was used as a template and E. coli BL21 (DE3) (Novagen) electrocompetent cells and
DH5α-T1R (Invitrogen) chemically competent cells were used as host cells.
Plasmid DNA (pQE-2 vector with cmFDH gene) from E. coli cultures were purified
with ‘High Pure Plasmid Isolation Kit’ (Roche) after growing overnight (≈12-16h) in
LB (Luria-Bertani) medium at 37°C.
For increasing the thermostability of cmFDH protein 6 cavities and 12 residues with
flexible motion were targeted by computational methods and to introduce these
mutations, 12 primer sets were designed to apply site-directed mutagenesis. The
complementary primers for targeted residues were designed and synthesized
commercially (Table 2.3). The site-directed polymerase chain reaction was used to
amplify the whole plasmid DNA for the introduction of predetermined mutants of the
cmFDH by Gene Tailor® site-directed mutagenesis system (Invitrogen).
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Table 2.3 : Oligonucletide primer sets used for site-directed mutagenesis of cmFDH.
Base changes are in boldface.
Mutations Primer sequences

GC %

Tm °C

M131A/F

5’- tgaacacgttgtcatgaccGCTcttgtcttgg -3’

50.6

64.3

M131A/R

5’- ggtcatgacaacgtgttcagcaacagagacaac -3’

48

64

V133I/F

5’- cgttgtcatgaccatgcttATTttggttag -3’

40

58.3

V133I/R

5’- aagcatggtcatgacaacgtgttcagc-3’

48

61.6

V139W/F

5’- gtcttggttagaaatttcTGGccagcacatg -3’

45.2

61.2

V139W/R

5’- gaaatttctaaccaagacaagcatggtc -3’

39.3

56.6

P140R/F

5’- ggttagaaatttcgttCGTgcacatgaac -3’

41.4

58.6

P140R/R

5’- aacgaaatttctaaccaagacaagc -3’

36

54.3

D158N/F

5’- ctgctatcgctaagAACgcttacgatatc -3’

44.8

58.5

D158N/R

5’- cttagcgatagcagcaacctcccaat -3’

50

60.7

I162V/F

5’- gctaaggatgcttacgatGTGgaaggtaaaac -3’

43.8

60.4

I162V/R

5’- atcgtaagcatccttagcgatagcagc -3’

48.1

60.2

F186L/F

5’- cttggaaagattactcccaCTGaatccaaaag -3’

40.6

59.1

F186L/R

5’- tgggagtaatctttccaagactctgtaac -3’

41.4

57.8

V219M/F

5’- gttgaaaatattgaagaattaATGgctcaagc -3’

31.2

55.9

V219M/R

5’- taattcttcaatattttcaactcttctagc -3’

26.7

52.4

F247A/F

5’- ggaattattatctaaaGCGaaaaaaggtgc -3’

33.3

55.4

F247A/R

5’- tttagataataattccttattaattaaacc -3’

16.7

47.6

E272W/F

5’- gatgttgcagcagctttaTGGtctggtc-3’

50

61.5

E272W/R

5’- taaagctgctgcaacatcttcagcaac -3’

44.4

60

R277N/F

5’- gctttagaatctggtcaattaAACggttacgg -3’

43.8

60.4

R277N/R

5’- taattgaccagattctaaagctgctgcaac -3’

40

59.2

K301R/F

5’- ggagagatatgagaaatCGTtatggtgctgg -3’

445.2

59.8

K301R/R

5’- atttctcatatctctccatgggtgatc -3’

40.7
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For this purpose, the isolated double-stranded plasmid DNA containing native cmFDH
gene was used as a template. According to the manufacturer’s protocol, plasmid DNA
first methylated with 4 units of DNA methylase. The methylated DNA was amplified
with the PCR reaction ( at 94°C for 2 min initial denaturation, 94°C for 30 sec, 55°C
for 30 sec, 68°C for 5 min 30 sec with 30 cycles, and 68°C for 10 min final extension)
which was carried out in the presence of 50 ng template DNA, 0,3 µM of each dNTP,
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0,3 pmol of each primer, and 1 unit of PlatiumTag High Fidelity polymerase
(Invitrogen).
After amplification, the PCR products were transformed to E. coli DH5α-T1 cells. The
host cell circularizes the linear mutated DNA, and McrBC endonuclease in the host
cell cleaves the methylated template DNA, leaves only unmethylated mutant DNA.
After transformation, several colonies were picked from each indiviual mutants.
Selected colonies of individual mutants were grown with overnight incubation at 37°C
in LB medium with ampicillin (100mg/ml). After incubation pDNAs of each mutant
were isolated and confirmed about the desired changes by cycle sequencing analysis.
The confirmed individuals (pQE-2 expression vectors containing His-tagged cmFDH
gene) were transformed into E.coli BL21 (DE3) electrocompetent cells for overexpression of NAD+-dependent cmFDH enzymes.
2.3.4 Purification of cmFDH enzymes
For growing cell culture and overexpression of candidate cmFDH enzymes, E.coli
BL21 cells containing His-tagged cmFDH gene inserted to pQE-2 vector (mutants
and native pDNAs) were inoculated in 10 ml LB medium with ampicillin (100mg/ml)
and incubated overnight at 37°C with shaking 250 rpm. After incubation, 10 ml
cultures were grown in 1000 ml LB medium with ampicillin (100mg/ml) and incubated
at 37°C until the OD600 reaches to 0,6. The cultures were induced with 1 M IPTG
(isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside) after incubation at 37°C for 4 hours and then
harvested by centrifugation at 4000g for 20 min to collect pelleted cells and stored at
-80°C.
Pellets were resuspended with lysis buffer ( Buffer A+ lysozyme (1 mg/ml)), once they
were resuspended, cells were placed on ice for 30 min. After incubation, cells were
disrupted with sonication (20/20/20) and collected by centrifugation (13.000 g, 20
min). Clarified lysates were filtered through a 0.45µm filter (Millipore) and were
purified His-Trap HP Column, Ni Sepharose (GE, Healthcare Life Sciences). The first
column was washed with 10 ml water and then was equilibrated with 5 ml of Buffer
A. The clarified cell lysate was loaded column onto twice. The column was washed
with 5 ml of Buffer A again. And then was eluted with 3 ml of Buffer A with 100 mM
imidazole, 5ml of Buffer A with 200 mM imidazole, 3 ml of Buffer A with 400 mM
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imidazole and was collected ~1 ml fractions. The column was washed with 10 ml
Buffer B, 10 ml water and 10ml 20% ethanol in water and stored column at 4°C.
5 µl of each purification steps were tested with SDS-PAGE in order to control the
purity and amount of the product. After purification to concentrate proteins and for
buffer exchange eluted protein centrifuged with ultrafiltration tubes (Millipore) at
4000g. Protein concentration was determined by the Bradford method using bovine
serum albumin as standard protein concentrations.
2.3.5 Steady-state kinetics
Steady-state kinetic parameters (Km and Kcat) were determined at room temperature
by varying the concentration of formate (0-40 mM) in the presence of 20 mM Tris
buffer ( pH 8.0 ) and coenzyme NAD+ (1 mM ). Each measurement was applied in
triplicate. The initial velocity was determined from plots using a molar absorption
coefficient of 6.22 x 103 M-1 cm-1 of NAD(P)H and the increase in the absorption of
reduced coenzymes were followed at 340 nm for 1 min by Shimadzu 1700 double
beam (10mm path length) UV-VIS spectrophotometer. The kinetic parameters were
calculated using GraFit 5 (Erithacus Software Ltd.) program.
2.3.6 Thermal denaturation studies
Thermal denaturation of the proteins (native and mutant cmFDHs) was determined by
measuring their residual activities at 25 °C (pH 8.0) after 20 minutes incubation at
various temperatures. For the measurement of half-lives of thermal inactivation, the
proteins were aliquoted and incubated at different temperatures (25 °C – 70 °C) with
2°C intervals for 20 minutes. Residual activity measurements were performed at 25 °C
in a reaction mixture containing 20mM Tris Buf. (pH; 8.0), 1mM NAD+, 10 mM
formate and 0,4 µM enzyme. All thermal denaturation results were performed and
calculated as the mean values of triplicate measurements. Values for temperatures
where 50 % activity remained (T0.5) were analysed by using Grafit 5 Kinetics Software
(Erithacus Software Ltd.).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Shifting Optimum pH of Lipase A from Bacillus subtilis
3.1.1 Computational Studies
In order to modify the optimum pH of bsLipA enzyme, it was hypothesized that the
residues at about 9Å from the catalytic site of the enzyme can perturb pKa of the
catalytic residues and modulate pH optimum. Computational studies have been carried
based on Bacillus subtilis Lipase A (PDB ID:1ISP) and by using the Insight II program
(Figure 3.1) which is explained in section 2.1.1 in details. Charge reversal mutations
were created at about 9Ǻ from H156. The interaction and charge repulsion between
mutants and H156 were expected to decrease the pKa of the H156, similarly interaction
between mutants and S77 was expected to decrease the pKa of the S77. According to
the calculation of pKa of H156 and S77, target residues are determined. For pKa
calculation finite-difference of Poisson-Boltzmann (FDPB) equation was solved to
calculate electrostatic potential at the functional atoms (His Nδ1/Nε2, Ser Oγ) in the
catalytic residues with the program Delphi in Insight II.
The substituted groups which could make direct interaction with the catalytic residues
were selected for targeted mutations. The amino acid changes of the determined
residues and their interactions with the catalytic residues were calculated through the
electrostatic potential calculation in the functional atoms of His (H156-catalytic
histidine) and Ser (S77-nucleophile). After calculating the electrostatic potential, the
residues which are expecting to decrease the pKa of both H156 and S77 were selected
as single (G11E, N18R, L102R, G103R, G104R and I157R) and double (G11E-N18R,
G103R- N18R, G103R- G11E, G103R- G104R) mutants of the study (Table3.1).
The residues that found at about 9Å from the catalytic site and can perturb pKa of the
catalytic residues were selected and most of the amino acids have been changed to
Arginine. Only in the position at 11, glycine has been changed to glutamic acid.
Arginine (R) and Glutamic acid (E) residues are usually found on the surface of
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globular proteins because of their polar character. It was expected decrease the
optimum pH of the bsLipA protein.

Figure 3.1 : 3D structure of Bacillus subtilis Lipase A.
Table 3.1: pKa calculations of the selected single and double mutants of bsLipA.
Mutants
G11E
N18R
L102R
G103R
G104R
I157R
G11E-N18R
G103R-N18R
G103R-G11E
G103R-G104R

ΔpKa H156
1.95
-1.13
-1.24
-3.73
-2.24
-1.07
3.05
-4.86
1.62
-7.08
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ΔpKa S77
-2.75
0.60
1.04
1.49
1.25
0.96
-10.03
3.83
-5.64
5.43

ΔpH opt.
-0.39
-0.26
-0.10
-1.12
-0.49
-0.05
-3.49
-0.51
-2.01
-0.82

3.1.2 Site-directed mutagenesis for constructing bsLip A mutants
3.1.2.1 Site-directed mutagenesis polymerase chain reaction
To modify the determined residues, firstly single mutants were created by site-directed
mutagenesis using GeneArtTM Site-Directed Mutagenesis System (Invitrogen). In
order to construct the mutant bsLipA proteins the primers which will create the
mutants were designed through the specifications of

GeneArt TM Site-Directed

Mutagenesis System and PCR based mutagenesis studies were applied to the predetermined sites of bsLipA gene which was previously inserted to pET22b(+)vector at
EcoRV/SacI restriction sites. The conditions and components of the PCR and the
principles of the Site-directed mutagenesis with GeneArtTM System was explained in
section 2.1.2.

Figure 3.2 : Agarose gel electrophoresis of site-directed mutagenesis PCR for the
single mutations of bsLipA. M; Marker 2( λ DNA/Hind III (Fermentas). Well
1; G11E, 2; N18R, 3; L102R, 4 and 5; G103R, 6; G104R, and 7; I157R, are
the PCR products of the mutated regions respectively.
The result of the agarose gel of the first PCR reaction for all single mutants with 60 °C
annealing temperature was shown in Figure 3.2. As it is seen in the figure, only G103R
(well 4 and 5) amplification was unsuccessful. Rest of the single mutants (G11E,
N18R, L102R, G104R, I157R) were successfully amplified.
For amplification of G103R single mutant, PCR reaction was repeated by changing
(63 °C) annealing temperature, and increasing the MgSO4 concentration. The result
of the agarose gel of G103R single mutant PCR reaction was shown in Figure 3.3. As
it is seen in the figure G103R single mutant was successfully amplified.
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Figure 3.3 : Agarose gel electrophoresis of site-directed mutagenesis PCR for
G103R mutant of bsLipA. M; Marker 2( λ DNA/Hind III (Fermentas)); 23130
bp, 9416 bp, 6557 bp, 4361 bp, 2322 bp, 2027 bp, 564 bp, 125 bp. Well 1 and
2; PCR products of the mutated region G103R.
3.1.2.2 Transformation
After completed amplification of all single mutants, PCR samples of each mutant were
added into recombination reaction. With these reactions, it was expected to enhance
the colony output. After the recombination reaction, the samples were transformed into
DH5α-T1R chemically competent E.coli cells. The transformation reaction mix than
was transferred to LB plates containing ampicillin. After incubation of LB plates at 37
°C for 16-20 hours, four different colonies from each single mutant transformation
plates were picked and plasmid DNA isolation applied to selected mutant colonies
(Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4 : Agarose gel electrophoresis of isolated pDNAs of each single bsLipA
mutants. M; Marker 2( λ DNA/Hind III (Fermentas)). Wells from 2 to 20 are
plasmid DNAs of different colonies selected from each single mutant
transformation plates.
3.1.2.3 Cycle sequencing analysis to confirm the mutant construction
The selected colonies were transferred to tubes containing 5 ml LB medium with
ampicillin after overnight incubation at 37 °C plasmid DNA of each colony selected
from different mutants were isolated using plasmid isolation kit (Roche). The
concentrations of plasmid DNA of the selected mutants were analysed by NanoDrop.
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The pDNAs of selected mutants then analyzed by cycle sequencing for confirmation
of each single mutation.

Figure 3.5 : Cycle sequencing analysis of bsLipA mutants. a); N18R, b); L102R, c);
G104R, d); I157R.
After cycle sequencing analysis, mutants N18R, L102R, G104R, and I157R were
confirmed about amino acid changes at the determined residues. G11E and G103R
could’t be confirmed in this analysis. Researching more colonies and increasing the
concentrations of plasmid DNA can solve the problem.
In further studies, to construct the double mutants N18R mutant will be the template
DNA for G11E-N18R, and G103R- N18R, G104R will be the template DNA for
G103R- G104R and G103R or G11E will be template DNA for the double mutant
G103R- G11E.
3.1.3 Overexpression and purification of bsLipA proteins
A variety of study in the literature showed that a large group of Bacillus lipases were
produced in very small quantities by their own host cells. Because of the tight
regulatory mechanisms of the Bacillus lipase synthesis, protein production is often
results in low levels which makes the purification of the enzyme more difficult. For
example, the expression efficiency of lipases in wild-type B.subtilis is low and for
purification of about 100 mg lipase enzyme, requires to overproduce the lipase
followed by Bacillus strain growth in a 30-liter fermentor ( Abdel-Fattah, 2008;
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Nthangeni, 2001; Guncheva, 2011). In addition, most of the Bacillus lipases needs
hydrophobic substrates as inducers for lipase production which makes the purification
more complicated.
Therefore, expression of lipases in prokaryotic systems mostly in E. coli become the
widely used approach to achieve high expression level and protein yield. To reach high
level protein expression and cell density, it is important to choose the right host strain
and the strong expression vector. Because of its fast growth rate and easy cultivation,
E. coli is one of the most suitable host strain for large scale production of enzymes for
industry. Several lipases from Bacillus licheniformis ( Nthangeni, 2001), Geobacillus
stearothermophilus (Sichaikul, 2001), G. thermoleovorans Toshki (Abdel-Fattah,
2008) were expressed in E.coli host cells and the lipase expression induced with IPTG
were increased compared with native strains in all cases.
For this purpose here we aim to overexpress Bacillus subtilis Lipase A (bsLipA)
enzyme in E. coli BL21 host cells. Firstly, the native bsLipA enzyme was tested for
overexpression and purification protocols. The his-tagged bsLipA gene was previously
subcloned into pET-22b(+) vector was transformed into BL21 cells, cultured in LB
medium and induced with IPTG for 4h at 37°C. Qiaexpressionist (Qiagen) procedures
were used for overexpression and purification of native bsLipA enzyme which was
explained in details in section 2.1.3. After SDS-PAGE analysis and Bradford assay,
we found expression level of the native bsLipA enzyme and protein yield very low.
The expression system and the purification procedure may fail because of the
intracellularly expressed lipases in E.coli cells that often tend to accumulate in
misfolded forms.
The bacterial expression also has disadvantages like proteolytic degradation by the
host’s own proteases and accumulation of proteins as misfolded forms. Also, in
expression and purification, several criteria affect the success of the study like
incubation temperature, growth medium, induction time and temperature and pH of
the medium. Due to the tendency of lipases to hydrophobic surfaces, their molecules
often aggregate and that results in low protein yield and low purification efficiency.
B.subtilis lipase shows a high tendency to oligomerize because of the lack of
hydrophobic lid that generally covers the active site of the most lipases. Surfactants
like Triton X-100 or bile salts are usually added to culture media and buffers to prevent
aggregation.
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Several lipases were overexpressed and purified in E.coli host systems successfully,
in each study different procedures were developped to achieve maximum yield. For
example, lipase from G.thermoleovorans Toshki was sub-cloned in pET-15b (+)
vector and overexpressed in E.coli Codon plus cells and maximum lipase expression
was gained after 70 min of induction with IPTG in 2xYT medium compared with LB
and SB (super broth) mediums (Abdel-Fattah, 2008). B. licheniformis lipase was
subcloned into pET-20b(+) vector with 6xHis tag at C-terminal and the highest
expression of the enzyme was obtained by E.coli JM109 (DE3) cells after induction
with 0.5M IPTG for 10h at 30°C (Nthangeni, 2001). G. thermocatenulotus BTL2
lipase was weakly expressed in E.coli with the control of its original promoter and was
described to have strong tendency to aggregate in previous studies (Shmidt-Dannert,
1996), but the same lipase was successfully expressed in E.coli when was subcloned
in expression vector pCYTEXP1 which carries a strong λ phage promoter P L. In
purification and concentration steps Ni-NTA resin was used to obtain lipase with the
help of 6xHis tag of the vector. Also, to prevent aggregation and increase the yield,
several agents were tested and among them, LDAO (dodecyl dimethylamine-N-oxide)
and 2-propanol were found the most efficient ones (Schlieben, 2004). The study also
showed that pH is the other criteria for the success of protein separation and
purification. In immobilized metal affinity chromatography, pH is the limiting factor
that the histidine residues in the 6xHis-tag has a pKa value nearly 6.0 and if the pH is
reduced it will become protonated, so the his-tagged protein can’t bind to the nickel
ions and leave the Ni-NTA resin. On the other hand, if pH increase to above 9.0, nickel
ions will form insoluble nickel hydroxide, so can’t bind the his-tagged protein
(Schlieben, 2004). Therefore to testing different buffers with different pH can affect
the purification efficiency, also adding different agents like alcohols or detergents can
eliminate the aggregation of the lipase proteins to increase the yield. All these
optimizations can affect the overexpression and purification of lipases, however, in
some cases, lipase is not fully processed in E.coli cells and generally aggregates
because of their own hydrophobicity. For example, G.thermolevorans ID-1 lipase gene
was subcloned in the pET-22b(+) vector for the overexpression in E.coli. The
expression level was increased compared to the native promoter of lipase, however,
the expression levels were not as high as that estimated (Cho, 2000). For efficient
overexpression of lipase B.subtilis, host systems give an advantage over E.coli systems
with efficient protein secretion and correct maturation. Saccharomyces cerevisiae and
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B.subtilis secrete recombinant enzymes directly into the medium which gives less
complicated purification procedure compared with intracellular production of E.coli
(Cho, 2000; Guncheva, 2011). B. subtilis considered as safe (GRAS) organisms by the
Food and Drug Administration of USA(FDA) that makes it an alternative expression
host to produce industrial proteins. In a study of lipase from B.subtilis strain,
IFFI10210 was cloned pBSR2 vector with a strong lipase promoter and overexpressed
in B.subtilis strain A.S.1.1655 with a 100-fold higher lipase yield (Ma, 2006).
All these studies show that recombinant lipases in different host cells like E.coli,
B.subtilis and S.cerevisiae provide high efficiency for overexpression and purification,
therefore to found the right system (host and vector) is vital. Also, in overexpression
and purification of lipases, the process is more complicated because of the
characteristics of the lipases like tendency to form aggregates and inclusion bodies. To
solve these problems and enhance the purification, several criteria need to be fixed to
optimize the process; like pH of the medium and buffer, incubation and induction time
and temperature, the addition of inducers or agents for preventing aggregation.
Changing Coenzyme Specificity of NAD+ -Dependent Formate
Dehydrogenase from Candida methylica
3.2.1 Homology modelling
Since there is no crystal structure of Candida methylica FDH, a homology model of
cmFDH was constructed by using standard methods based on the 3D structure of
Candida boidinii FDH (cbFDH). For the determination of the residues that are
responsible for the NAD+ specificity, the primary sequences of the cmFDH and cbFDH
were compared and cmFDH sequence showed 97 % homology with cbFDH. The
comparison of the cmFDH and cbFDH primary sequences are shown in Figure 3.3,
the conserved glycine triplet is in red color, and the residues responsible for the NAD+
binding D195, Y196, and Q197 are in green, blue and yellow color respectively.
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Figure 3.6 : Sequence allignments of cmFDH and cbFDH.
In the coenzyme binding domain, the amino acid residues which are responsible for
the coenzyme specificity were determined by using Insight II (Accelrys) program on
a homology model of cmFDH based on cbFDH crystal structure. The determined
residues are; D195, Y196, and Q197, which are critical for the NAD+ binding.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7 : Homology models of the amino acid residues that are responsible for
the coenzyme specificity of cmFDH. (a); shows the D195 residue with NAD+
and NADP+ coenzymes respectively, (b); shows Y196 residue NAD+ and
NADP+ coenzymes respectively.

3.2.2 Site-saturation mutagenesis for constructing cmFDH libraries
With site-saturation mutagenesis, it is possible to create smart and small libraries of
mutants containing all combinations of 20 different amino acids at one or more
predetermined positions.

Screening such smaller libraries with high-throughput

methods give advantages to this strategy, and several site-saturation mutagenesis
studies were applied successfully to improve different enzymatic properties of FDH
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and other enzymes (Miyazaki, 1999; Parikh, 2005; McLAchlan, 2008; Andreadeli,
2008; Wu, 2009).
3.2.2.1 Construction first and second generation libraries by site-saturation
mutagenesis PCR
For the library construction of the determined NAD+ binding residues, the diversity
was set up with site-saturation mutagenesis PCR using degenerate primer sets for each
position. The details of the procedure for the construction of mutant libraries were
mentioned in section 2.3.2. After amplification of the whole plasmid with cmFDH
gene, the PCR products were then controlled in agarose gel electrophoresis, which is
shown in Figure 3.5. The amplified templates with all amino acid possibilities at
determined sites (D195, Y196, and Q197) for first generation and (Y196 and Q197)
for the second generation were transformed into E.coli BL21(DE3) electrocompetent
cells. After transformation, all libraries were constructed with many individuals.

Figure 3.8 : Agarose gel electrophoresis of site-saturation mutagenesis PCR for
the first generation libraries of cmFDH. M; Marker 3( λ DNA/ EcoRI+ Hind
III (Fermentas)); 195,196, and 197 are the PCR products of the mutated
regions. ≈ 6kb PCR products (≈ 5kb vector + ≈ 1kb the insert cmFDH) are
shown respectively.
In previous experiments by rational design it was showed that cmFDH can use NADP+
as a coenzyme with a single mutation D195S (Karaguler, 2001), and also by site
saturation mutagenesis, a few mutants were generated on D195 and Y196 (Andreadeli,
2008) of cbFDH enzymes with NADP+ specificity. In 2009, Wu et all. revealed that
site-saturation mutagenesis application on residues D195, Y196, and Q197 of cbFDH
produces more mutant with significant NADP+ specificity, which indicates the critical
roles of these residues in determining the enzyme’s cofactor specificity (Wu, 2009).
In this study, we explore further mutations in the coenzyme binding domain to improve
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Km of cmFDH for NADP+. Single mutations at D195, Y196, and Q197 in the
coenzyme binding domain are introduced with site-saturation mutagenesis in the first
generation. All the mutants in each library were screened with colorimetric assay
which was described in section 2.2.3. Because it showed higher activity towards the
NADP+ in the first generation libraries and in a previous study it was described as a
promising mutant for coenzyme specificity by rational design (Karaguler, 2001),
D195S was chosen as a template for second generation libraries.
3.2.2.2 Cycle sequencing analysis to confirm the mutant construction
After construction of mutant libraries, some individuals of each library were selected
for the cycle sequencing analysis to confirm the amino acid changes of all the
predetermined residues respectively. Random amino acid changes of the first
generation libraries (Figure 3.6) and second generation libraries (Figure 3.7) were
confirmed with cycle sequencing analysis for each position.

Figure 3.9 : Sequences allignmets of the first generation libraries ( D195, Y196,
Q197) respectively. The original residues are in blue color, the amino acid
changes are shown in red.
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Figure 3.10 : Sequence allignmets of the second generation libraries ( D195S/Y196,
D195S/Q197) respectively. The original residues are in blue color, first
generation mutant D195S are shown in red, the amino acid changes are shown
in colors.
3.2.2.3 Screening the first and second generation cmFDH libraries
After site-saturation mutagenesis transformed colonies, nearly 100 individual colonies
from each library (D195, Y196, Q197 from first generation and D195S/Y196,
D195S/Q197 from second generation libraries) were picked and transferred into 96well microplates to obtain master plates for further studies. For screening the desired
mutants in libraries, activities of the individuals were detected indirectly by
colorimetric assay (NBT-PMS assay). Increasing absorbance showed the production
of reduced NADP+ in the reaction. Each measurement was applied in triplicate at
580nm spectrophotometrically. Also, each plate was included triple replication of the
medium without inoculation, pQE-2 vector without FDH insertion, and pQE-2 vector
with wild-type FDH as negative controls. The increments of the optical density of the
mutants were compared with the negative controls. Average of the triple replications
of each mutant were analysed and the most promising candidates for each library were
determined as a result of the screening. Screening assay plates and the graphics of
candidates with higher activity towards NADP+ that was compared with negative
controls are shown in Figure 3.8. In all colorimetric assay, first nine well in the A
column were negative controls as triplets, rest of the wells were mutants as triplets.
Nearly, 400 colonies were screened for the first generation nearly 75 colonies showed
activity and among them 11 colonies (Figure 3.8) selected as the most promising
cantidates which show activity with NADP+. As a difference in the second generation
libraries, the template of the libraries, D195S mutant was added as a positive control
and the increments of the activity in the second generation mutants were compared
with a positive control to select to higher activity towards NADP+. In the second
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generation libraries, nearly 200 colonies were screened and among them, 30 colonies
showed activity and 6 of them were selected for further studies. Selected candidates
and the amino acid changes are shown in Table 3.1.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.11 : 96-well colorimetric assay and optical density graphics of selected
candidate mutants for the first generation libraries of cmFDH. (a); is the assay
of the D195 library, (b); is the assay of Y196 library, (c); is the assay of Q197
library.
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Table 3.2 : Amino acid changes of selected mutants from first and second generation
libaries of cmFDH.
First Generation
195 Aspartate Serine
Phenylalanine
Glycine
Cysteine
Tryptophan
196 Tyrosine

197 Glutamine

Second Generation
195 Serine/196 Tyrosine Leucine
Serine
Alanine
195 Serine/197
Glutamine

Valine
Histidine
Valine
Methionine
Proline
Alanine

Threonine
Proline
Leucine

3.2.3 Purification of mutant and native cmFDH enzymes
In the study of changing coenzyme specificity of Candida methylica FDH enzyme,
site- saturation mutagenesis approach was applied to the predetermined residues D195,
Y196, and Q197 of the coenzyme binding domain. First and second generation
libraries of each position were screened with an indirect activity assay called NBTPMS assay, the increment of the NAD(P)H in the reaction was detected and the
candidate individuals were selected. For the kinetic measurements of the mutant and
native cmFDH enzymes, the selected mutants and native cmFDH were produced and
purified with Oiaexpressionist system which was explained in the section 2.2.4 in
details. The purified proteins were applied to SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(SDS-PAGE) for the analyzing the concentration and the purity of the enzymes (Figure
3.12).

Figure 3.12 : SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis samples of purified mutant
cmFDH enzymes. Protein marker is shown with M. Elution steps are squared.
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3.2.4 Kinetic studies of mutant and native cmFDH enzymes for the NADP+
specificity
In the first step of kinetic studies, the reaction was performed towards different
concentration of substrate (0-40 mM sodium formate) in the presence of coenzymes
NAD+ and NADP+ respectively, which was explained at large in section 2.2.5.
The affinity of the mutant and wild type cmFDH enzymes against the substrate in the
presence of different coenzymes (NAD(P)) was determined at 340 nm as an increment
of reduced coenzymes in the reaction (Table 3.2). The steady-state kinetics of the
cmFDH enzymes were applied at room temperature and all the results ) were analysed
by using Grafit 5 Kinetics Software (Figure 3.13).
Table 3.3 : Specific activies of mutant and native cmFDH enzymes toward different
concentrations of sodium formate in the presence of coenzymes NAD+ or NADP+.
NAD+ is the coenzyme

NADP+ is the coenzyme

Enzymes

Km(mM)

kcat(sn-1)

kcat / Km

Km(mM)

kcat(sn-1)

kcat / Km

Orijinal cmFDH

4.75

1.12

0.24

0

0

-

195S

21.2

1.1x10-2

5.1x10-4

21.12

2.23x10-3

1.1x10-4

197V

7.4

0.3

4 x10-2

3.3

2.7x10-3

8.2x10-4

195S / 197T

3.8

2.4 x10-3

6.3x10-4

0.98

2.3x10-3

2.3x10-3

195S / 197L

4.3

3.5 x10-3

8.1x10-4

2.75

3x10-3

1.1x10-3

195S / 196L

5.8

1.5 x10-2

2.6x10-3

4.05

1x10-2

2.4x10-3

195S / 196S

7.5

1.2 x10-2

1.6x10-3

2.6

1x10-2

3.5x10-3

195S / 196A

4.47

6.5 x10-3

1.5x10-3

5.3

8x10-3

1.4x10-3
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NAD+

NADP+

195S

197V

195S / 196A

195S / 196S

Figure 3.13 : Steady-state graphics of cmFDH mutants towards chancing
concentrations of sodium formate.
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NAD+

NADP+

195S / 196L

195S / 197T

195S / 197L

195S / 197P

Figure 3.13 (Continued) : Steady-state graphics of cmFDH mutants towards
chancing concenration of sodium formate.
In the second step of kinetic studies, the affinity of the mutant enzymes towards
coenzymes (NAD(P)) was searched through the enzymatic activity of mutant and wild
type enzymes in the presence of different concentration ( 0-20 mM) of NAD+ and
NADP+, respectively. Increasing of reduced coenzymes (NAD(P)H) in the reaction
was determined at 340 nm (Table 3.3). The steady-state kinetics were analysed by
Grafit 5 Kinetics software (Figure 3.11)
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In the first generation applications two single mutants, D195S and Q197V exhibit the
highest catalytic efficiency (kcat/Km) being 8 M-1s-1 and 18 M-1s-1, respectively (Table
3.3). D195S described as a promising mutant for NADP+ specificity by rational design
before (Karaguler, 2001), was obtained from the first engineering round of sitesaturation mutagenesisat position 195. On the other hand, D195S is also represented
as NADP+ specificity mutant by Andreadeli et al. These results confirm that the serine
is a suitable residue at this position for NADP+ binding. Both the D195D mutant
cmFDH enzyme and the wild-type cmFDH enzyme show similar catalytic efficiency
with NAD+ (0, 22 and 0, 32 x 103 M-1s-1 respectively). The D195S is at least 8000-fold
more efficient at turning over NADP+ than the wild type.
The other important mutant, Q197V obtained from the first generation of sitesaturation mutagenesis is different from mutants described before in the literature for
shifting coenzyme specificity of FDH from NAD+ to NADP+ (Andreadeli, 2008; Wu,
2009). The Q197V mutant shows that more hydrophobic residues at position 197 have
a greater affinity for NADP+. The Q197V cmFDH enzyme shows >18000-fold higher
catalytic efficiency towards NADP+ than the wild type enzyme. The catalytic
efficiency towards NAD+ is (0.6 x 103 M-1s-1) 5-fold less than the wild-type cmFDH
enzyme. The ratios of the catalytic efficiencies (kcat/Km) NADP+/(kcat/Km) NAD+ for single
mutant proteins D195S and Q197V are 0. 036 and 0. 3, respectively.
D195S was selected from the first generation mutant library as a template to construct
the second-generation mutant libraries. In other site-saturation mutagenesis studies for
changing coenzyme specificity of FDH, Andreadeli et al. has been engineered the
amino acid residue at position 196 using D195Q as a parental sequence. Wu et al. used
both D195S and D195Q as parental sequences and the amino acid residue at position
196 is subjected to second round mutagenesis. In our study, second generation
mutagenesis was reintroduced into residues at positions 196 and 197 unlike previous
site-saturation studies for changing coenzyme specificity. From the second generation
libraries, 6 double mutants were selected as promising NADP+ specific cmFDH
mutants and all cultured for characterization of kcat and Km values for NAD+, NADP+
(Table 3.3) and formate ( Table 3.2).
In the second generation, the Michaelis constant (Km) value of mutant D195S/Y196L
with NAD+ is 0,7 mM which is very close to that wild type cmFDH with NAD+ ( 0,62
mM). Km value of the mutant D195S/Y196L enzyme in the presense of NADP+ is
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2mM, which is the best affinity among the 6 double mutants. The catalytic constant
(kcat) of this mutant for NADP+ is 2.5-fold higher than of the wild type enzyme whereas
the catalytic constant for NAD+ is about the same as the wild type. This mutant has 0,
1 ± 0, 02 s-1 kcat value, whereas catalytic constant of wild type enzyme for NADP+ is
not determined. Another advantage of this double mutant is its catalytic efficiency with
NAD+ (0, 26 x 103 M-1s-1) which is close to the wild type catalytic efficiency of NAD+.
The catalytic efficiency of this enzyme in the presence of NADP+ is 5 x 104- fold
higher than the wild type cmFDH enzyme. D195S/Q197Tdouble mutant displays the
highest catalytic constant for NADP+ (0, 26 s-1) and Km value of NAD+ (0, 22 mM).
D195S/Y196A double mutant produces the highest affinity (0, 13 mM) for NAD+
which is about 3 times higher than that of wild type cmFDH, without changing the
catalytic constant of NAD+. Compared to wild type cmFDH enzyme D195S/Q197T
double mutant increases the overall catalytic efficiency (kcat/Km) of NADP+ to 5.6 x
104- fold.
Table 3.4 : Specific activies of mutant and native cmFDH enzymes toward different
concentrations of coenzymes NAD+ and NADP+, respectively.
NAD+

NADP+

Enzymes

(kcat/Km)NADP+/

Km

(kcat/Km)NAD+

Km(mM)

kcat(sn-1)

kcat / Km

cmFDH

0.62

0.2

320

195S

1.1

0.22

220

5

0.04

8

0.036

197V

3.3

0.22

60

1.4

0.027

18

0.3

195S / 197V

3.9

0.16

40

2.2

0.01

4.5

0.1135

195S / 197T

0.22

0.2

900

4.6

0.26

56

0.06

195S / 196L

0.7

0.18

260

2

0.1

50

0.2

195S / 196S

2.3

0.21

90

8.2

0.16

19

0.2

195S / 196A

0.13

0.2

1460

8.5

0.17

20

0.014

Km(mM)

kcat(sn-1)

kcat /

Orijinal
< 10-3
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NAD+

NADP+

195S

197V

195S / 197V

195S / 197T

Figure 3.14 : Steady-state graphics of cmFDH mutants towards chancing
concentrations of NAD+ and NADP+ coenzymes.
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NAD+

NADP+

195S / 196L

195S / 196A

195S / 196S

Figure 3.14 (Continued) : Steady-state graphics of cmFDH mutants towards
chancing concentrations of NAD+ and NADP+ coenzymes.
3.2.5 Homology modelling of mutant and native Candida methylica FDH enzymes
After all the practical applications, the homology models were constructed for the wild
type and the mutant Candida methylica FDH enzymes which were obtained during
the study. Comparing the data of the mutant and the wild type models is important for
understanding the coenzyme binding specificities of FDH and finding information
about the function and structure relations in the binding domain. To this end, homology
models were constructed on the base of the crystal structure of Candida bodinii FDH
which shows 93 % homology with cmFDH using Insight II ( Molecular Simulation,
Inc.) program. Biopolymer module of the program was used to obtain the amino acid
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changes in the first and second generation mutants. Energy minimisation of the mutant
cmFDH enzymes was applied with the discovery tool, and the final structure of the
models was held (Figure 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14). The homology models of the wild type
(Figure 3.12), first generation mutant ( Figure 3.13) and second generation mutant
(Figure 3.14) cmFDH enzymes were compared and the compatibility of the results
with the experimental studies was shown.

Figure 3.15 : Homology model of wild type cmFDH enzyme in the coenzyme
binding domain.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.16 : Homology models of first generation mutant cmFDH enzymes in the
coenzyme binding domain; (a); D195S cmFDH, (b); Q197V cmFDH.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.17 : Homology models of second generation mutant cmFDH enzymes in
the coenzyme binding domain at 196 position (a); D195S / Y196A cmFDH, (b);
D195S / Y196L cmFDH, (c); D195S / Y196S cmFDH.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.18 : Homology models of second generation mutant cmFDH enzymes in
the coenzyme binding domain at 197 position; (a); D195S / Q197L cmFDH,
(b); D195S / Q197P cmFDH, (c); D195S / Q197T cmFDH.
Increasing Thermostability of NAD+ -Dependent Formate Dehydrogenase
from Candida methylica
3.3.1 Computational studies
To improve the thermostability of cmFDH without hampering the enzyme activity, the
target sites of cmFDH were predicted by analyzing protein cavities and their flexibility.
The target sites to increase the thermostability of cmFDH were identified by the
structure of cmFDH was constructed (Figure 3.15) by ExPASy portal with 2FSS
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(Candida boidiini FDH) and cofactor binding sites were predicted with 2NAD
(Pseudomonas sp. FDH). Cavities with flexible region that can be considered thermolabile were predicted with FRODA module of FIRST software and the most suitable
amino acid changes were predicted with computational study called Rosetta design.
According to the result of the homology modelling and computational study 6 among
the 14 cavities of FDH were found to be critical sites for thermostabilization without
affecting the activity and cofactor binding. Cavity 1, cavity 3, cavity 4, cavity 5, cavity
6, cavity 7, and cavity 14 were predicted to be the cavities with the flexible region that
can be considered thermo-labile. However, cavity 7 was excluded due to the presence
in the vicinity of the NAD+ binding site and intolerant to any mutation; therefore, the
remaining 6 cavities were selected for mutation. Selected cavities and mutants are
shown in Figure 3.16. 6 cavities and 12 residues were selected with FIRST software
and suitable amino acid changes for stabilizing the enzyme structure were
predetermined by Rosetta design (Table 3.4 and 3.5). Construction of these mutants
was carried out by site-directed mutagenesis approach. As it is shown in Table 3.5, the
selected residues with higher flexible motion were redesigned with non-polar and
relatively non-polar amino acids like alanine, valine, leucine, isoleucine, methionine
and tryptophan to stabilizing protein structure by hydrophobic interactions.

Figure 3.19 : Structure of modeled cmFDH.
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Figure 3.20 : The selected target cavities of cmFDH by the computational design.
Table 3.5 : Comparison and selection of cmFDH cavities according to the
computational study.
Cavity Cavity-lining residues
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

M131, I224,W252,V254
S87, I330, F334, Y341
V128, I162, L183, F186
V219, A222, V225, F247, A251
I162, I167, L183, F186, P188
L271, E272, G274, K301
N225, Y279, G281, V283, M308
V6, T66, T67, H70, A72
S87, L113, I330, Y341
I63, S87, V89, I330, Y341
L54, I58, I64, A72, Y73, I74, R78
I58, I64, I74, R78, L79, A82, L85
I7, Y8,Y21, G22, L29, T67, F69,
A91, T315, Q320, Y323
V133, L134, N137, V139, P140,
D158, W252, R277, G278, N300,
G305, N306, A307
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Flexibility Catalytic
motion
Flexible
Not Catalytic
Rigid
Catalytic
Flexible
Not Catalytic
Flexible
Not Catalytic
Flexible
Not Catalytic
Flexible
Not Catalytic
Flexible
Catalytic
Rigid
Rigid
Rigid
Rigid
Rigid
Rigid
Catalytic

Result

Flexible

YES

Not Catalytic

YES
NO
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Table 3.6 : Selection of target cavities and prediction of mutants for increasing the
thermostability of cmFDH.

3.3.2 Site-directed mutagenesis for constructing cmFDH mutants
3.3.2.1 Site-directed mutagenesis PCR
Increasing thermostability of industrial biocatalysis is one of the popular approaches
of protein engineering. Several strategies were developed so far, like changing
hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonding, introducing salt bridges, disulfide
bridges, cavity filling, entropic stabilization as rigidification are the main strategies
that affect thermostability (Eijsink, 2004; Razvi and Scholtz, 2006; Polizzi, 2007).
Recently, new rational strategies like cavity filling and rigidify flexible sites of the
protein to be pronounced as practical approaches for increasing thermostability of
proteins (Huang, 2014). For this manner, through the computational studies most
flexible cavities with potential mutants were selected. 6 cavities ( Cavity 1, 3, 4, 5, 6
and 14) and 12 mutants ( M131A, V133I, V139W, P140R, D158N, I162V, F186L,
V219M, F247A, E272W, R277N, and K301R) were redesigned and these mutants
were constructed through the site-directed mutagenesis PCR which conditions and
components were explained in details in section 3.2.3. The site-directed polymerase
chain reaction was used to amplify the whole plasmid DNA for the introduction of
predetermined mutants of the cmFDH by Gene Tailor® site-directed mutagenesis
system (Invitrogen). All the PCR products then controlled by agarose-gel
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electrophoresis. By monitoring under UV light revealed 5894 bp plasmid consisting
of 4758 bp pQE-2 vector and 1094 bp FDH gene was observed. The image of the gel
and the corresponding values of marker Lambda DNA/EcoRI+HindIII Marker 3 in the
control are given in Figure 3.17.
All the primer sets for each position and all the PCR procedures were followed
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. However, three mutants were failed during
amplification. As was seen in Figure 3.17, in the colomns h, i, and j there aren’t any
amplified product. V219M, F247A, and R277N found negative after the site-directed
mutagenesis PCR. There is allways a restriction while designing primers in the sitedirected mutagenesis, to stick to the predetermined positions in the mutation, and lower
or higher Tm values, or hairpin structures can cause negative results of PCR. Further
studies were continued with other positive mutants.

Figure 3.21 : Agarose gel electrophoresis of site-directed mutagenesis PCR for
increasing the thermostability of cmFDH enzyme. M; Marker 3( λ DNA/
EcoRI+ Hind III (Fermentas)). a); M131A, b); V133I, c); V139W, d); P140R,
e); D158N, f); I162V, g); F186L, h); V219M, i); F247A, j); R277N, k);
E272W, l); K301R are the PCR products of the mutated regions respectively.
3.3.2.2 Cycle sequencing analysis to confirm the mutant construction
After transformation, all the mutants were confirmed for the amino acid changes by
cycle sequencing analysis. Plasmids were amplified with three universal primers
(pQETypeIII, pQEPromoter and pQEReverse) of pQE-2 vector and performed Blast
homology. Comparison with the native cmFDH sequence and some of the positive
mutants are shown in Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.22 : The blast homology of the cycle sequencing analysis of native and
mutant cmFDH enzymes. The amino acid changes were indicated by yellow.
3.3.3 Purification of the cmFDH enzymes
For the kinetic measurements and thermal denaturation studies of thermostable mutant
and native cmFDH enzymes, the selected mutants and and native cmFDH were
transformed into E.coli BL21 expression cells and overexpressed via IPTG induction
and purified with His-Trap HP Column, Ni Sepharose (GE, Healthcare Life Sciences)
which was explained in the section 2.3.3 in details. The purified proteins then applied
to SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) for the analyzing the
concentration and the purity of the enzymes. The results showed that IPTG induction
gives a proper band around 40kDa seen in Figure 3.19.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.23 : SDS-PAGE results of the cmFDH mutants. a) SDS-PAGE of K301R
b) SDS-PAGE of M131A c) SDS-PAGE of V133I d) SDS-PAGE of F186L e)
SDS-PAGE of native cmFDH. Unstained MW protein marker (Fermentas)
(kDa: 116.0-66.2-45.0-35.0-25.0-18.4-14.4) M; indicates Protein Marker; W1,
W2, W3; indicates step Wash 1, 2, and 3; E1-5; indicates step Elution 1, 2, 3,
4, and 5.
3.3.4 Steady-state kinetics
For increasing the thermostabilization of Candida methylica FDH, the mutants were
constructed by site-directed mutagenesis and inorder to measure the enzymatic activity
of the individuals, the affinity of the mutant and wild type cmFDH enzymes against
the substrate in the presence of (NAD+) was determined at 340 nm as an increments
of reduced coenzyme in the reaction. The reaction performed in 20 mM Tris Buffer
(pH.8) at 25°C. The kinetic parameters were calculated by using GraFit5 (Erithacus
Software Ltd.) program. All kinetic parameters presented in this study are the mean
values

derived

from

triplicate

measurements.

The

activity

results

after

spectrophotometric measurements are given in Table 3.6.
No formate dehydrogenase activity could be measured for mutants, V139W, P140R,
D158N, I162V, and R277N. The 19 residues of long helix turn helix motif between
F138 and K157 of the NAD-binding domain is an important part of the interaction
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between subunits (Schirwitz, 2007) and the mutants V139W, P140R, D158N are
closely related with this motif, so the mutation on these positions can cause lost in
activity of cmFDH enzyme.
The mutants that showed enzymatic activity were M131A, V133I, F186L, and K301R
compared with native cmFDH enzyme. The steady-state graphic of mutant M131A is
shown in Figure 3.20. Km value of the mutant M131A enzyme is 6.3 mM, the catalytic
constant (kcat) of this mutant is 5.02 ± 0.002 s-1 and its catalytic efficiency (kcat / Km )
is 0.8 mM-1s-1 which is close to the wild type catalytic efficiency (0.77 mM-1s-1). The
affinity for formate of the M131A (6.3 mM Km value) is higher than the native cmFDH
enzyme (7.75 Km value). Mutants V133I and F186L have less affinity for formate with
higher Km values; 12.4 and 15.0 mM (Figure 3.21 and 3.22) as well as they show nearly
7-fold lower catalytic efficieny; 0.1 and 0.18 mM-1s- than the native cmFDH enzyme,
respectively. F186L has the lowest turnover number with 1.48 ± 0.008 s-1 when
compared to other mutants. Mutant K301R cmFDH enzyme displays the highest
catalytic efficiency and affinity for formate (Figure 3.23). The Michealis constant (Km
value) of the K301R mutant is 4.3 mM which is the highest affinity for formate among
the other mutants and the native cmFDH enzyme. Also, this mutant shows the best
catalytic efficiency (kcat / Km ) (1.22 mM-1s-1 that is nearly 2-fold better than the native
cmFDH enzyme (0.77 mM-1s-1). If we look at the overall results, mutants M131A and
K301R show improvements to affinity (6.3 mM and 4.3 mM Km values) and catalytic
efficiency (0.8 mM-1s-1 and 1.22 mM-1s-1) when we compared to the native cmFDH
enzyme. However, mutants V133I and F186L show less affinity and the catalytic
efficiency when we compared to the native cmFDH enzyme. Mutant M131A includes
the amino acid changes in Cavity 1, F186L includes the amino acid changes in Cavity
3and 5, K301R includes the amino acid changes in Cavity 6, and V133I includes the
amino acid changes in Cavity 14.
Table 3.7 : Steady-state kinetics of mutant and native cmFDH enzymes.
Enzymes
Native cmFDH
M131A
V133I
F186L
K301R

Km (mM)
7.75 ± 0.004
6.3 ± 0.002
12.4 ± 0.001
15.0 ± 0.005
4.3 ± 0.001

kcat (s-1)
6.0 ± 9.10-3
5.02 ± 2.10-3
2.22 ± 2.10-3
1.48 ± 8.10-3
5.28 ± 8.10-3
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kcat / Km (s-1 mM-1)
0.77
0.8
0.18
0.1
1.22

Figure 3.24 : Steady-state kinetic graphic of M131A cmFDH enzyme.

Figure 3.25: Steady-state kinetic graphic of V133I cmFDH enzyme.
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Figure 3.26 : Steady-state kinetic graphic of F186L cmFDH enzyme.

Figure 3.27 : Steady-state kinetic graphic of K301R cmFDH enzyme.
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Figure 3.28 : Steady-state kinetic graphic of native cmFDH enzyme.
3.3.5 Thermal denaturation studies
Thermal stability can be measured as the time of a protein’s remaining activity before
undergoing irreversible denaturation. Measurement of thermal denaturation or heat
inactivation studies usually relies on an assay for the enzyme activity of the protein to
be reduced by half through the incubation under denaturing conditions like high
temperature. To measure the residual activity at a fixed temperature for a fixed time,
the proteins (native and mutant FDHs) were aliquoted and incubated at different
temperatures with 2°C intervals for 20 min. in triplicate. Remaining activity
measurements were performed at 25 °C in a reaction mix. containing 20mM Tris Buf.
(pH; 8.0), 1mM NAD+, 10 mM formate and 0,4 µM enzyme. Values for temperatures
where 50 % activity remained (T0.5) under these conditions were analysed by using
Grafit 5 Kinetics Software. Figures 3.25 to 3.29 demonstrate the thermal inactivation
profile of mutants M131A, V133I, F186L, K301R, and the native cmFDH enzyme,
respectively. Table 3.7 shows the overall results of the thermal inactivation studies and
compared with the native cmFDH enzyme.
The temperatures that are required 50 % reduction of initial activity of enzymes (T0.5)
were determined incubation at a series of temperatures for a period of 20 minutes. The
T0.5 value of native cmFDH was measured as 57.6 ºC and when compared with the
mutant M131A, it gained the most thermostability. M131A has the highest ∆T0.5 value,
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which is 4.27 and the T0.5 increased from 57.6 ºC to 62 ºC. The change in the
thermostability of mutant F186L was considered positive with a 0.33 ∆it0.5 value, but
very close to native cmFDH. K301R has lost some of its thermostability with the T0.5
value of 57.0 ºC. V133I lost the thermostability when compared to the native cmFDH
with a 56.0 ºC T0.5 value. The mutant M131A, which includes amino acid changes in
Cavity 1 shows the best thermostability profile among the other mutants with a 4 ºC
increase in the half-life of the cmFDH enzyme.
Table 3.8 : Thermal denaturation comparisons of native cmFDH with mutant
enzymes.
Enzymes

T 0.5

∆.5y0.5

Native cmFDH

57.6 ± 0.05

0

M131A

62.0 ± 0.1

4,27

V133I

56.0 ± 0.01

-1,65

F186L

58.0 ± 0.17

0,33

K301R

57.0 ± 0.08

-0,56

Figure 3.29 : Thermal denaturation graphic of M131A cmFDHenzyme.
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Figure 3.30 : Thermal denaturation graphic of V133I cmFDHenzyme.

Figure 3.31 : Thermal denaturation graphic of F186L cmFDHenzyme.
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Figure 3.32 : Thermal denaturation graphic of K301R cmFDHenzyme.

Figure 3.33 : Thermal denaturation graphic of native cmFDH enzyme.
Although K301R shows kinetic improvement with higher affinity for formate and
catalytic efficiency, the mutant couldn’t improve the thermostabiliy of the enzyme.
Mutant M131A has increased the catalytic efficiency and the affinity in small portion,
but the mutant gained a significant increment in thermostability. Even F186L increase
the ∆T0.5 value, the mutant shows less activity than the native cmFDH. V133I showed
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the lowest kinetic activity and thermostability. The mutants that found in Cavity 14,
V139W and P140R lost the enzymatic activity, as well as V133I, showed less catalytic
and thermostable features. According to the result, Cavity 14 might have an important
catalytic effect for the protein structure. It is important to go further homology models
of the mutants to understand the relation between the structure and the stability of the
Candida methylica FDH enzyme.
Results showed that; two structural features (protein cavity and flexibility) of the
proteins can be promising targets to improve the thermostability of cmFDH enzyme
with preserved activity. Besides that, the study gives a substantial amount of data to
understand the relation of cavities and the flexibility of the protein and the effects on
the thermostability. However, the stability of the proteins does not depend on one
single strategy and a single strategy couldn’t gain perfect biocatalysts for the industrial
demands.
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4. CONCLUSION
Choosing the right strategy and apply the right protein engineering approach is vital to
gain the desired properties of industrially important enzymes. Generally, the strategies
are dependent on the desired features of the protein in certain industrial environments,
like being more active and stable in high temperatures or extreme pH and pressure
conditions. Similarly, protein engineering approaches are determined through the
knowledge of the protein and the features to be gained to the protein.
Three different protein engineering approaches have been applied through the three
different strategies within the scope of this thesis.
Lipases are one of the most widely used enzymes in a variety of industrial fields. One
of the recent potential application of lipases is being additives in novel hygiene
technologies like LCO2/SCCO2 systems. In the first part of this thesis, to ensure the
use of B. subtilis Lipase A enzyme in such systems we aimed to change the optimum
pH of the enzyme. Because of the enzyme has a relatively simple and small molecular
structure B. subtilis Lipase A was chosen as a model enzyme in this study. The strain
was obtained from Seoul National University.
In order to modify the optimum pH of bsLipA enzyme, it was hypothesized that the
residues at about 9Å from the catalytic site of the enzyme can perturb pKa of the
catalytic residues and modulate pH optimum. The amino acid changes of the
determined residues and their interactions with the catalytic residues were calculated
through the electrostatic potential calculation in the functional atoms of His (H156catalytic histidine) and Ser (S77-nucleophile). After calculating the electrostatic
potential, the residues which are expecting to decrease the pKa of both H156 and S77
were selected as single (G11E, N18R, L102R, G103R, G104R and I157R) and double
(G11E-N18R, G103R- N18R, G103R- G11E, G103R- G104R) mutants of the study.
The substitutions to Arginine (R) and Glutamic acid (E) residues have been expected
to decrease the optimum pH of the bsLipA protein. Arginine and glutamic acid
residues are usually found on the surface of globular proteins because of their polar
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character. Site-directed mutagenesis was applied to construct the single and the double
mutants. N18R, L102R, G104R, I157R are the single mutants that were successfully
constructed. However, recombinant wild type bsLipA protein (inserted previously into
pET22b(+) vector) cannot be overexpressed and purified during the study. The
overexpression level was found quite low, and the purification of the recombinant
enzyme was failed. The reasons and suggestions are discussed in detail in the results
and discussion part of the thesis. Because of the characteristics of the lipases like
tendency to form aggregates and inclusion bodies the overexpression and purification
processes of lipases become more complicated. To solve these problems and enhance
the purification, several criteri need to be fixed to optimize the process; like pH of the
medium and buffer, incubation and induction time and temperature, the addition of
inducers or agents for preventing aggregation. Also, choosing the right host cells like
E.coli, B.subtilis and S.cerevisiae can provide high efficiency for overexpression and
purification.
NAD+-dependent formate dehydrogenases are other industrially important enzymes
especially, in the pharmaceutical industry. In the synthesis of drug precursors,
oxidoreductases require expensive cofactors, and the reaction can be coupled with
NAD+-dependent formate dehydrogenases for cofactor regeneration. Although
formate dehydrogenases are good candidates for coenzyme regeneration, they are
highly specific to NAD+ and their thermal stabilities need to be improved. In the
second and third parts of the thesis, Candida methylica FDH has been the model
enzyme of the studies. FDH from Candida methylica was cloned and overproduced at
the University of Bristol and purification processes have been improved at the
Department of Molecular Biology, Genetics and Biotechnology of Istanbul Technical
University.
In the second part of the thesis, to overcome the limited coenzyme specificity of
cmFDH, site-saturation mutagenesis have been applied to the residues that are
responsible for coenzyme specificity in the cofactor binding domain. The residues
D195, Y196 and Q197 were determined through the computational study by using the
Insight II program based on the homology model of cmFDH.
Single mutations at D195, Y196, and Q197 in the coenzyme binding domain are
introduced with site-saturation mutagenesis in the first generation and two single
mutants, D195S and Q197V exhibit the highest catalytic efficiency.
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The D195S is at least 8000-fold more efficient at turning over NADP+ than the wild
type. In previous studies (Karaguler, 2001; Rozell, 2004; Andreadeli, 2008) D195S
mutant has been represented as a promising residue for NADP+ specificity, and in this
thesis, the results confirm that the serine is a suitable residue at the position for NADP+
binding.
In the first generation, single mutant Q197V is the other promising mutant for altering
the coenzyme specificity of FDH from NAD+ to NADP+ that was not described in the
literature before (Andreadeli, 2008; Wu, 2009). The Q197V mutant shows that more
hydrophobic residues at position 197 have a greater affinity for NADP+. The Q197V
cmFDH enzyme shows >18000-fold higher catalytic efficiency towards NADP+ than
the wild type enzyme. The catalytic efficiency towards NAD+ is 5-fold less than the
wild-type cmFDH enzyme.
In the second generation, the library was constructed based on mutant D195S obtained
from the screening of the first-generation library. Single mutations at position Y196
and Q197 were introduced by site-saturation mutagenesis.
Double mutant D195S/Y196L, show 2mM Km value for NADP+, which is the best
affinity among the six double mutants. The catalytic constant (kcat) of this mutant for
NADP+ is 2.5-fold higher than of the wild type enzyme whereas the catalytic constant
for NAD+ is about the same as the wild type. The catalytic efficiency of this enzyme
in the presence of NADP+ is 50.000 - fold higher than the wild type cmFDH enzyme.
Double mutant D195S/Q197T displays the highest catalytic constant for NADP+ (0,
26 s-1) and Km value of NAD+ (0, 22 mM). The overall catalytic efficiency of
D195S/Q197T mutant towards NADP+ is 56.000 - fold higher when compared to wild
type cmFDH enzyme.
According to these results, in the coenzyme binding domain the residues D195, Y196
and Q197 determined as critical for coenzyme specificity. Single mutants D195S and
Y197V, double mutants D195S/Y196L and D195S/Q197T increased the overall
catalytic efficiency of cmFDH enzyme towards NADP+. This study showed that sitesaturation mutagenesis which is one of the combinational methods of protein
engineering is an efficient approach to create smarter libraries to improve the
properties of the enzymes.
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In the last part of the thesis, to improve the thermostability of cmFDH, site-directed
mutagenesis has been applied to the residues in the cavities with a flexible region that
can be considered thermo-labile. Through the computational studies, most flexible
cavities with 12 potential mutants ( M131A, V133I, V139W, P140R, D158N, I162V,
F186L, V219M, F247A, E272W, R277N, and K301R) were selected and these
mutants were constructed through the site-directed mutagenesis PCR.
Steady state kinetics showed that mutant K301R has the highest catalytic efficiency
and affinity for formate. The Michealis constant (Km value) of the K301R mutant is
4.3 mM which is the highest affinity for formate among the other mutants and the
native cmFDH enzyme. Although K301R shows kinetic improvement with higher
affinity for formate and catalytic efficiency, the mutant couldn’t improve the
thermostability of the enzyme. Mutant M131A has increased the catalytic efficiency
and the affinity in small portion, but the mutant gained a significant increment in
thermostability. M131A has the highest ∆T0.5 value, which is 4.27 and the T0.5
increased from 57.6 ºC to 62 ºC. The mutant M131A, which includes amino acid
changes in Cavity 1, shows the best thermostable profile among the other mutants with
a 4 ºC increase in the half-life of the cmFDH enzyme.
Here in this thesis, three different strategies were developed using different protein
engineering applications to improve the features of the industrially important enzymes
Bacillus subtilis lipase A and Candida methylica formate dehydrogenase. The studies
showed the importance of choosing the right protein engineering application with the
right molecular biology tools.
As the 2018 Nobel Prize-winning scientist Frances H. Arnold says, “the most
complicated things to engineer on our planet are biological systems” (Arnold, 2018).
And protein engineering has come quite a successful way in this field, but there are
still many ways to go and much to explore.
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APPENDIX A: Vectors

Figure A.1 : Map of pQE-2 vector
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Figure A.2 : Map of pET-22b(+) vector
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APPENDIX B : Media, buffers and stock solutions
LB medium: 10 g/liter tryptone, 5 g/liter yeast extract, 10 g/liter NaCl.
LB agar: LB medium containing 15 g/liter agar.
Ampicillin stock solution: 100 mg/ml in H2O, sterile filter, store in aliquots at
-20°C.
IPTG (1M): 238 mg/ml in H2O, sterile filter, store in aliquots at -20°C.
Colorimetric assay buffers:
Dilution buffer: 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH:8.0), 0.13% gelatin
Reaction buffer: 300 µM NADP, 300 µM formate, 300 µM NBT, 30 µM PMS
Purification buffers ( Ni-NTA Sepharose) :
Lysis buffer: 50 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole
Wash buffer: 50 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, 20 mM imidazole
Elution buffer: 50 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, 250 mM imidazole in 1 liter, adjust
pH to 8.0.
Purification buffers ( His-Trap HP Coloumn):
Buffer A: 20 mM Tris-HCl, 500 mm NaCl, 30 mM imidazole
Buffer B: 20 mM Tris-HCl, 500 mm NaCl, 500 mM imidazole in 1 liter, adjust pH to
7.4.
5X SDS-PAGE sample buffer: 0,225 m Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 50 % glycerol, 5% SDS,
0.05 % bromophenol blue, 0.25 M DTT.
SDS-PAGE running buffer: For 1 liter; 3.02 g Tris-Base, 14.4 g glycine.
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APPENDIX C: DNA markers

Figure C.1 : Lambda DNA/HindIII Marker, 2
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Figure C.2 : Lambda DNA/EcoRI+HindIII Marker, 3
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